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Arcadia Preserve 
Interpretive and Orientation Panel text and graphic recommendations 

Green font: indicates a modification of template text (for Maja). 
Blue font: indicates graphics recommendation 
Red font: indicates a note to reviewers 
 
Arcadia Kiosk A 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (HR.KA.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Arcadia Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) Arcadia Preserve protects far more than a well-known city 
landmark. It also safeguards more than 42 acres of natural 
lands, hiking trails, and scenic views, including the 
county’s largest remaining undeveloped parcel below the 
Bonneville Shoreline Trail.  

 
 This natural area conserves many native grasses and 

wildflowers, which are vital to grassland wildlife. Come 
travel the preserve’s trails, and explore this ecologically 
rich foothill landscape.  
 

 
Main graphic HR.KA.P1.G1 H-Rock  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 
Open space network 

 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Arcadia Preserve is a designated nature preserve. Our city’s 

natural lands conserve biodiversity and beauty, support 
healthy air and water quality, and safeguard critical parts of 
our cultural and natural heritage. They are part of a network 
of open space areas stretching from our foothills to the 
Great Salt Lake. This network includes more than 2,200 
acres of natural lands, developed parks, and the city 
cemetery, all managed by the Salt Lake City Parks and 
Public Lands Program. 

 
 
Sidebar #2 header   Forever Conserved 
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Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Creating Arcadia Preserve took collaboration and long-term 
planning. To preserve the critical 12.7 acres of this preserve 
that includes the Bonneville Shoreline Preserve, Salt Lake 
City Open Space Program partnered with Utah Open 
Lands, the LeRay McAllister Critical Lands Conservation 
Fund, the Highland High Foundation, and the East Bench 
Community Council to purchase these parcels with Open 
Space bond funds. 

 
 Since then, several other adjacent parcels have been added, 

forming the natural area you’re entering today. As a 
requirement of using Open Space bond funds, and to ensure 
that the land remains free of development, the city placed it 
under a conservation easement. Salt Lake County holds the 
easement and regularly monitors the land to ensure that the 
preserve meets the conservation goals of the agreement.  

 
Inset photos  

HR.KA.P1.G2  Erigeron divergens (Spreading 
fleabane) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
HR.KA.P1.G3  gambel oak at H-Rock 

   
 
 
 

HR.KA.P1.G4  Hiker on BST  
 

Credit none needed, city photo 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption Arcadia Preserve (top) is home to scores of native plants—

from tiny clusters of spreading fleabane (upper left) to 
thickets of Gambel oak (lower left). The Bonneville 
Shoreline Trail (right) passes through the preserve. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Pitch in for H-Rock 
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Take Part text (260 char) Have fun and make a difference! Through the city’s Adopt-
a-Spot program, you can help keep Arcadia Preserve 
beautiful and healthy. Pull non-native weeds, collect trash, 
maintain trails, and more. Learn how at slcparks.com, (801) 
972-7800. 

 
 

Photo HR.KA.P1.G5 Volunteers removing invasive 
spurge in the foothills  

 
 

Credit     Tony Frates 
 

Did You Know sidebar    
Text (208 char) Arcadia Preserve protects diverse native plants, including 

bluebunch wheatgrass. Once common in the Wasatch 
foothills, this bunchgrass was heavily grazed and is slowly 
returning to protected areas.  
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Arcadia Kiosk B 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (HR.KB.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Arcadia Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) Same as Kiosk A text 
 

 
Main graphic HR.KB.P1.G1 beautiful close-up of diverse 

native vegetation (need a 
photo like the thumbnail 
photo, right—this one is 
from the city and is too low-
res to use, so we need to take 
another one)  

 
 

 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same as Kiosk A text 
 
 
Sidebar #2 header   Going Native   
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Look closely as you explore Arcadia Preserve, and you’ll 

find a rich and varied community of native plants. The 
array of plant species growing at any given site within the 
preserve reflects both the characteristics of that site and its 
land use history. 

 
Native bunch grasses such as purple threeawn and sand 
dropseed grow on southwest-facing slopes below the 
Bonneville Shoreline Trail. This hot, dry habitat also 
supports dwarf catseye and spreading fleabane, whose 
flowers brighten the landscape in springtime. 

 
Bluebunch wheatgrass grows on more moist, northwest 
exposures. Once the most common bunchgrass in the 
Wasatch foothills, this native grass was heavily grazed by 
livestock and is just beginning to re-establish itself in 
protected areas.  
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Inset photos  
HR.KB.P1.G2 Dwarf catseye, Cryptantha 

humilis 
 
 
Credit Al Schneider, USDA-NRCS 

PLANTS Database 
 

 
HR.KB.P1.G3 cranesbill (Erodium 

cicutarium)   
 

Credit Al Schneider, USDA-
NRCS PLANTS 
Database 

 
 
 
 
 
 

HR.Kb.P1.G4    bluebunch wheatgrass  
 

Credit Tony Frates 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption Arcadia Preserve (top) safeguards habitat for many native 

plants, including dwarf catseye (Cryptantha humilis, upper 
left) and bluebunch wheatgrass (Pseudoroegneria spicata, 
right). Invasive weeds like cranesbill (Erodium cicutarium) 
compete with native plants for space and water. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Helping Hand for Native Plants 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Many invasive, non-native plants have taken root in this 

preserve. You can help restore native habitat by joining a 
city-sponsored weed-pulling event through the Adopt-a-
Spot program, or you can organize one yourself. Contact 
www.slcgov.com/open-space or (801) 972-7800. 

 
Photo HR.KB.P1.G5 Weed pulling at SLC natural 

area 
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Did You Know sidebar    
Text (208 char) The seeds of bluebunch wheatgrass, an important food for 

many native wild animals, have a hard time taking root 
amid invasive plants like dyers woad and myrtle spurge. 
That’s one great reason to remove non-native weeds.  
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Bonneville Shoreline Preserve 
Interpretive and Orientation panel text & graphic recommendations 

 
1. Kiosk Welcome Interpretive Panel (BSP.P1) 
 

Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 
Bonneville Shoreline Preserve 

 
Main text (455 char) This 58-acre natural area preserves a rare geologic treasure. 

Here, you can experience an undeveloped segment of the 
Bonneville Shoreline, a gravel terrace that marks the 
perimeter of ancient Lake Bonneville. 

 
In 2006, Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, North Salt Lake, 
and Utah Open Lands partnered to establish the Bonneville 
Shoreline Preserve. Their efforts protect this site’s 
remarkable geology, wildlife habitat, vistas, and public 
recreation trails.  

 
 

Main graphic BSP.P1.G1 illustration of Lake Bonneville, overlaid 
with Great Salt Lake, Utah Lake, Sevier 
Lake, and Jordan River (Maja, I think 
the illustration will be best as a combo 
of the two images at right. (I really like 
the full-state treatment of the lower map, 
but the upper map is helpful because it 
identifies the placement of Utah Lake 
and Sevier Lake within Lake Bonneville 
(even though Sevier Lake is outside the 
region, it’s a cool thing to have in the 
image, since it’s another major lake left 
behind when Lake Bonneville drained.) 
You’ll need to approximate a meandering 
line between Utah Lake and the GSL for 
the Jordan River—use a google satellite 
map of upper Utah for reference) 

 
 

Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 
Open space network 

 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) The Bonneville Shoreline Preserve is a designated nature 

preserve. Our city’s natural lands conserve biodiversity and 
beauty, support healthy air and water quality, and safeguard 
critical parts of our cultural and natural heritage. They are 
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part of a network of open space areas stretching from our 
foothills to the Great Salt Lake. This network includes 
more than 2,200 acres of natural lands, developed parks, 
and the city cemetery, all managed by the Salt Lake City 
Parks and Public Lands Program. 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Beachfront Property 
 
Sidebar #2 text (720 char) Ready for a dip in the lake? If you were here during the last 

ice age, when the climate was cool and wet, you’d be 
standing near the shore of Lake Bonneville. 

   
About 16,000 years ago, the lake reached its highest level, 
roughly the extent of present-day Lake Michigan. It 
remained this size for about 1,500 years. During that time, 
wind-driven waves along the lakeshore created a terrace of 
sand and gravel, which lies beneath your feet today. 

 
 About 14,500 years ago, a natural earthen dam at the lake’s 

outlet in southern Idaho gave way, and much of the lake 
water drained north into the Snake River valley. You’re 
standing on the “bathtub ring” of sand and gravel that 
marked the edge of this ancient lake.  

 
Inset photos (Maja, I’m not sure how much of the photo space the map 

will take up—you may only have room for two side-by-side 
horizontal images under it. If that’s the case, use the two 
plant images there. If there’s any way to overlay the photo 
of the Bonneville Shoreline (BSP.P1.G4) on the map—
maybe where the three-state image is in the lower right—
then go for it!) 

 
BSP.P1.G2 Plains pricklypear  
 
BSP.P1.G2 Credit Ty Harrison 

 
 
 

BSP.P1.G3 Sego lily (Maja, I’ve given you 2 
possible images. I prefer the USDA one, 
since it shows the full plant, so people 
can identify it when it’s not flowering. 
But if it doesn’t reproduce well, use the 
other one—credit for that photo is 
“Tony Frates”.) 
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BSP.P1.G3 credit   USDA-NRCS PLANTS Database 

 
BSP.P1.G4 Terraces left by receding Lake 

Bonneville, with annotation of 
Bonneville Shoreline.  

  
BSP.P1.G4 Credit James St. John, Ohio State 

University 
 
 

Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Map of ancient Lake Bonneville at its 
largest extent, about 16,000 years ago; terraces left behind 
by Lake Bonneville are still visible today; plains 
pricklypear; sego lily. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Explore the Bonneville Shoreline Trail 

 
Take Part text (260 char) The path through this preserve is part of the Bonneville 

Shoreline Trail. From here, you can hike or bike south to 
explore more of Salt Lake City’s foothills landscape, 
including open space areas like Ensign Peak (1.3 trail 
miles) and H-Rock (16.7 trail miles). 

 
Photo BST.P1.G5  Hiker on the BST (SLC to provide) 

 
 

Credit     none needed, city photo 
 

Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) This preserve is home to such native plants as sego lily 

(Calochortus nutallii) and the plains pricklypear (Opuntia 
macrorhiza). Mammals and birds eat the fruits of this rare 
cactus. 

 
 

  

Bonneville 
Shoreline
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2. Wayside Panel (BSP.P3) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Haven for Birds 
      Remarkable Great Salt Lake  
 
Main text (805 char) The Bonneville Shoreline Preserve offers a sweeping vista 

of the world’s most important migratory bird habitats—the 
Great Salt Lake and its widespread wetlands. Amid vast 
expanses of open water, rocky shoreline, playas, salt 
marshes, and mudflats, scores of birds nest, rest, and feed.  

 
Parts of the lake are far saltier than the ocean, habitable by 
only the most salt-tolerant organisms like brine shrimp and 
brine flies, which migrating shorebirds eat. Surrounding 
these salty habitats lie more than 400,000 acres of 
freshwater wetlands, more than 75% of Utah’s total 
wetland acreage.  
 
With so many productive habitats, the Great Salt Lake 
attracts immense numbers of migratory birds. Because of 
this, it was designated in 1991 as a site of hemispheric 
significance within the Western Hemisphere Shorebird 
Reserve Network.  

 
Main photo BSP.P3.G1 Huge flock of Wilson’s  

phalarope on GSL 
 
 
Photo credit Don Paul, Utah Division of 

Wildlife Resources 
 
Photo caption Flock of Wilson’s phalarope on the Great Salt Lake. 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header End of the Line 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) The Great Salt Lake is the largest terminal lake in the 

Western Hemisphere. A terminal lake has no outlet. When 
water evaporates, minerals such as salt remain. Also left 
behind are any pollutants that flow into the lake. That’s one 
good reason to keep the lake’s tributaries—like the Jordan 
River—clean and healthy.     

Read the Landscape header 
(2-part) Read the Landscape 
  Understanding Past and Future 
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Read the Landscape text (270 c.) You’re standing on one of the last intact portions of the 
Bonneville Shoreline near Salt Lake City. By studying this 
rare geologic feature, scientists learn about past changes in 
climate and landscape, which can help us understand and 
predict future changes.  

 
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) An estimated 7.5 million birds of 257 different species visit 

the Great Salt Lake each year.  
Inset photos 
BSP.P3.G2 (upper horizontal) Avocets on Great Salt Lake  
 
BSP.P3.G2 credit Utah Division of Wildlife Resources 
 
 
  
BSP.P3.G3 (lower horizontal)  Bald eagles at Farmington Bay  
 
 
BSP.P3.G3 credit Jim Bailey 
 
 
BSP.P3.G4 (right, vertical) Pelican adult and chick 
 
BSP.P3.G4 credit  Don Paul, Utah Division of Wildlife 

Resources 
 
 
 
Caption Clockwise from upper left: American 

avocets, American white pelican and 
chick, bald eagles at Farmington Bay 

 
 
Lower sidebar heading Year-round Appeal 
 
Lower sidebar text (260 char) In spring and fall, huge numbers of migrating shorebirds 

and waterfowl stop at the Great Salt Lake to feed and rest 
during their long journeys. Some remain here in summer to 
raise young. In winter, bald eagles and other raptors gather 
at sites like Farmington Bay. 
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Hidden Hollow Preserve 
Interpretive Panel text and graphic recommendations 

Green font: indicates instructions to Maja, the graphic designer). 
Blue font: indicates graphics recommendation 
Red font: indicates a note to reviewers 
 
Hidden Hollow Welcome Panels A-C (welcome panel combines orientation and welcome 
information so that there is just a single kiosk panel at each entryway) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Hidden Hollow Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) This beautiful preserve exists thanks to the vision and 
perseverance of local schoolchildren and the support of 
their community. Their efforts transformed a dumping 
ground into a thriving natural area and outdoor classroom. 

 
In 2000, Salt Lake City permanently protected Hidden 
Hollow Preserve through a conservation easement to Utah 
Open Lands. Come explore this oasis of native habitat 
along Parley’s Creek—a gem in the heart of Sugar House.  

 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Hidden Hollow Preserve is a designated nature preserve. 

Our city’s natural lands conserve biodiversity and beauty, 
support healthy air and water quality, and safeguard critical 
parts of our cultural and natural heritage. They are part of a 
network of open space areas stretching from our foothills to 
the Great Salt Lake. This network includes more than 2,200 
acres of natural lands, developed parks, and the city 
cemetery, all managed by the Salt Lake City Parks and 
Public Lands Program. 

 
Main image Map of Hidden Hollow, with Parley’s Trail clearly marked, 

and “you are here” star in the appropriate site for each of 
the three welcome panels. (need this map) 

 
Rules and regulations language still being developed for welcome panels. 
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Wayside panel #1 (HH.W1) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Parley’s Creek 
      Ribbon of Life 
 
Main text (709 char) When you turn on a tap in Salt Lake City and clean, fresh 

water pours out, you can thank Parley’s Creek—one of our 
city’s sources of drinking water.  

 
The ribbon of water flowing before you sustains life in this 
arid valley. The largest stream flowing from the Wasatch 
Range to the Jordan River, Parley’s Creek nourishes 
countless plants and animals along its route.  

 
Just below Hidden Hollow Preserve, the creek enters an 
underground pipe. It soon joins the piped waters of Red 
Butte and Emigration creeks and empties into the Jordan 
River at 1300 South.  

 
With more than half of the 14.1-mile length of Parley’s 
Creek channeled underground, the above-ground 
sections—like Hidden Hollow Preserve—are more 
precious than ever. 
 

 
Main graphic (HH.W1.G1) map showing Parley’s Creek 

and all other SLC tributaries, 
from Bio-West Corridor 
Study. Need to add “You are 
Here” locator star. (Maja, we 
do not need to distinguish the 
“study area” of each creek, 
as appears on the Bio-West map. The streams should either 
be blue, to indicate surface flow, or red, to indicate 
underground conduit flow) 

  
Credit     BIO-WEST, Inc. 
 
Caption (105 char) Parley’s Creek is one of four tributaries of the Jordan River 

within Salt Lake City. 
 
Sidebar header (15 char)  Who was Parley? 
 
Sidebar text (286 char) Parley P. Pratt was among the first pioneers to enter the Salt Lake 

Valley through Emigration Canyon in 1847. That route was steep 
and difficult, so Parley began building a new road in 1849 through 
what we now call Parley's Canyon. His road soon became the main 
route into the valley.   
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Did You Know? 
sidebar text (137 char) Before local schoolchildren saved Hidden Hollow, the 

creek was slated to be channeled underground so this site 
could be developed as a parking lot. 

 
Read the Landscape 
Sub-header (22 char)   Drawn to Water 
 

Read the Landscape   
Sidebar text (272 char) Why is this preserve so green and full of life? Because 

Parley’s Creek flows through it. Have you noticed the 
amazing variety of plants that grow here? Every day and in 
every season, you can hear and see wildlife in and around 
the creek. Who’s here today?  

 
Secondary graphics 
HH.W1.G2 (horizontal) Bonneville cutthroat trout 
 
Credit Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W1.G3 (vertical)   mallard  
 
Credit None needed, from Wikipedia, no 

photographer name given 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W1.G4 (horizontal) Eight spotted skimmer dragonfly 
 
Credit     Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption (100 char) Parley’s Creek wildlife, clockwise from upper left: 

Bonneville cutthroat; mallard; eight-spotted skimmer 
dragonfly. 
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Line art for left-hand column   
 

Duck and cattails (omit 
“Summer in the 
Hollow”) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Caption to line art    Student artwork, inspired by Hidden Hollow 
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Wayside panel #2 (HH.W2) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Riparian Forest 
      Rare Wildlife Habitat 
 
Main text (709 char) A lush community of plants grows along Parley’s Creek, 

fed by its life-giving water. Peachleaf willows, Fremont 
cottonwoods, and box elders fill the canopy of this 
streamside (“riparian”) forest. Native shrubs like black 
hawthorn and red osier dogwood grow in their shade. 

 
Riparian habitat covers just 0.4% of Utah’s total land area 
and 1.2% of Salt Lake City. Yet, over 75 percent of all 
Utah’s bird species depend on this habitat for food or 
nesting sites. 
 
Bullock’s orioles nest and hunt insects in treetop branches. 
Ruby-crowned kinglets flit through the understory, and 
great horned owls nest in the hollows of old trees. These 
are just three of the countless wildlife species that depend 
on this riparian forest. 

 
Main graphic (HH.W2.G1) Ruby-crowned kinglet in 

Fremont Cottonwood  
 
Credit     Bryant Olsen 
 
Caption (105 char) Ruby-crowned kinglet in a 

Fremont cottonwood. 
 
Sidebar header (15 char)  Helping Hands 
 
Sidebar text (286 char) When local schoolchildren discovered Hidden Hollow in 

1990, the riparian forest was filled with trash and debris. 
Fortunately, some big, old trees had survived. Citizens 
helped restore the riparian community by planting more 
native species, including choke cherry and dogwood. 

 
Did You Know? 
sidebar text (137 char) Although poison ivy can give people a nasty skin rash, 

many birds eat the fruits of this native plant. Watch out for 
it along the creek! 

 
Read the Landscape  
Sub-header (22 char)   Beads on a Necklace 
 
Read the Landscape 
Sidebar text (272 char) Since the mid-1800s, development along Parley’s Creek 

has reduced riparian habitat for wildlife. Public open space 
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sites—Hidden Hollow Preserve, Sugarhouse Park, and 
Parley’s Historic Nature Park—protect key islands of 
habitat along the creek, like precious beads on a necklace. 

Secondary graphics     
HH.W2.G2 (horizontal)  poison ivy (crop to horizontal) 
 
Credit     None needed, SLC photo 
 
 
 
HH.W2.G3 (vertical) Great horned owl   
 
 
Credit     Kevin Cole 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W2.G4 (horizontal) 25th anniversary of KOPE, kids 

planting willows in the spillway 
between the Draw and Parley’s 
Creek 

 
Photo credit Laurie Bray 

 
Caption (100 char) Clockwise from upper left: Poison ivy; great horned owl; 

students from KOPE (Kids Organized to Protect our 
Environment) plant willows by the creek.  

 
Line art for left-hand column Box elder 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Caption to line art  Student artwork, inspired by Hidden 
Hollow  
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Wayside panel #3 (HH.W3)   
 
Panel header (2-part)   Demonstration Naturescape 
      Bigtooth Maple Woodland 
 
Main text (709 char) Welcome to the most delicious plant community in Hidden 

Hollow! In springtime, sweet sap flows through the 
bigtooth maples. For thousands of years, people have 
tapped into that sweetness to make maple sugar.  

 
Animals tap into it too—aphids and other insects suck the 
sap, and these, in turn, feed bigger animals, like ladybugs 
and chickadees. 
 
Many of the native shrubs that naturally grow in bigtooth 
maple woodlands are tasty as well, both to people and 
wildlife. The fruits of chokecherry and elderberry make 
delicious preserves. They also feed many wild animals, like 
spotted towhees and cedar waxwings. 
 
You can find bigtooth maple woodlands in sheltered 
canyons and foothills surrounding the Salt Lake Valley. 

 
 
 
Main graphic (HH.W3.G1) Western tanager in bigtooth 

maple 
 
Credit Scott Root, Utah Division of 

Wildlife Resources 
 
Caption (105 char)   Western tanager in bigtooth maple. 
 
Sidebar header (15 char)  Stewardship History 
 
Sidebar text (286 char) Today, countless birds find refuge in this preserve. Back in 

1922, some 300 children gathered here to install a large 
birdhouse. R.E. Sleater of the City Parks Department told 
them, “If you will aid and help us protect this place, we will 
do all in our power to take care of the birds in it.” 

 
Did You Know? 
sidebar text (137 char) Many animals eat the winged seeds of bigtooth maples. 

Squirrels and chipmunks nip off the wings and store the 
seeds for the winter.  

Read the Landscape 
Sub-header (22 char)   Demonstration Plantings 
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Read the Landscape 
Sidebar text (272 char) After community members cleared trash and debris from 

Hidden Hollow in the early 1990s, they carefully planned 
how to restore native habitat. They planted several 
“Naturescapes” to showcase local natural communities and 
inspire homeowners to plant native species.  

 
Secondary graphics 
HH.W3.G2 (horizontal**) In this horizontal photo space, I’d like to place two, smaller 

vertical images that show parts of the bigtooth maple.  
HH.W3.G2a  bigtooth maple leaves in autumn (crop to vertical)  

 
Credit Scott Catron 

 
HH.W3.G2b bigtooth maple seeds (crop to 

vertical) 
 

Credit    Tony Frates 
 
 
HH.W3.G3 (vertical)   chokecherry  
 
Credit     Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
 

HH.W3.G4 (horizontal) Spotted towhee on ground   
 
Credit:  Kevin Cole  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption (100 char) Clockwise from upper left: bigtooth maple leaves and 

seeds; choke cherry fruit; spotted towhee. 
 
 
Line art for left-hand column chickadee (Maja, if the image, right, 

doesn’t work graphically, I have a 
simpler chickadee line-drawing and 
will send it with the other graphics)  

 
Caption to line art    Student artwork, inspired by Hidden Hollow  
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Wayside panel #4 (HH.W4) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Demonstration Naturescape 
      Gambel Oak Grove 
 
 
Main text (709 char) When Gambel oak acorns ripen in late summer, western 

scrub jays make the most of the harvest. They collect the 
fat-rich acorns and bury them beneath fallen leaves and 
soil, storing them for the winter.  

 
Because scrub jays don’t retrieve all the acorns they store, 
they help Gambel oaks regenerate. Both jay and oak benefit 
from this win-win, symbiotic relationship. 

 
Many other wild animals—like squirrels, woodpeckers, 
mule deer, and black bear—find food and shelter in 
Gambel oak groves. Moth and beetle larvae burrow inside 
the acorns and mature beneath their protective shells.  
 
Look for Gambel oak groves along the Wasatch foothills 
and mountain canyons between 4,400 and 8,000 feet in 
elevation. 

 
Main graphic (HH.W4.G1)  Western scrub jay in Gambel oak  
 
Credit     Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption (105 char)   Western scrub jay in Gambel oak. 
 
Sidebar header (15 char)  Beneath the Oaks 
 
Sidebar text (286 char) Woods rose, chokecherry, golden currant, and Oregon 

grape grow beneath the Gambel oaks, and their fruits feed 
many birds and mammals. Native grasses and 
wildflowers—like slender wheatgrass and arrowleaf 
balsamroot—grow here too. Their leaves, pollen, and seeds 
add to the wildlife pantry. 

 
Did You Know?  
sidebar text (137 char) Many Native Americans ate Gambel oak acorns, after 

leaching out the bitter tannins. The acorns can be ground 
into a protein-rich flour.  

 
Read the Landscape 
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Sub-header (22 char)   Demonstration Plantings 
 
Read the Landscape 
Sidebar text (272 char) After community members cleared trash and debris from 

Hidden Hollow in the early 1990s, they carefully planned 
how to restore native habitat. They planted several 
“Naturescapes” to showcase local natural communities and 
inspire homeowners to plant native species.  

 
Secondary graphics 
HH.W4.G2 (horizontal)  Gambel oak nuts  

 
Credit Bryant Olsen  

 
 
 
 
HH.W4.G3 (vertical) Lazuli bunting in Gambel oak (crop to 

vertical) 
 
Credit Scott Root, Utah Division of Wildlife 

Resources 
 
 
 
HH.W4.G4 (horizontal)  creeping Oregon grape 
  
Caption Bryant Olsen 
 
Caption (100 char) 
 
 
 
Line art for left-hand column creeping Oregon grape  
 
Caption to line art  Student artwork, inspired by 

Hidden Hollow   
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Wayside panel #5 (HH.W5) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Demonstration Naturescape 
      Pinyon-Juniper Community 
 
Main text (709 char) You’re standing amid a sampling of one of the most 

widespread natural communities in the Southwest—the 
pinyon-juniper woodland.  

 
Though pinyons are small pines, they are giants in their 
importance to wildlife and people. Scores of native birds 
and mammals eat the seeds, such as pinyon mice, scrub 
jays, and black bears. People, too, have eaten pinyon seeds 
for thousands of years.  

 
 Like pinyons, junipers have heavy seeds, so wild animals 

play a key role in spreading them. Rabbits, foxes, and 
coyotes eat juniper berries, digest the outer coating, and 
excrete the hard seeds in new places.  

 
Clark’s nutcrackers and pinyon jays cache pinyon seeds in 
the soil to eat later. Some go uneaten and grow into trees.  

 
  
 
Main graphic (HH.W5.G1)  singleleaf pinyon with cone 

and seeds (Lynne Olsen and 
Ty Harrison need to 
confirm whether singleleaf 
or two-leaf pinyon was 
planted here (the existing 
interpretive panel says 
singleleaf, Ty’s notes say 
two-leaf…) If it’s two-leaf, 
I’ll need to find a different photo.) 

 
Credit     Jane Shelby Richardson 
 
Caption (105 char)   TBD, depending on final image 
 
Sidebar header (15 char)  Beyond Conifers 
 
Sidebar text (286 char)   Many other native plants grow in the pinyon-juniper 

community, including Indian ricegrass, Utah’s state grass. 
Many other beautiful grasses, wildflowers, and shrubs offer 
food and shelter to native wildlife, including rabbitbrush 
and big sagebrush. Which plants catch your eye today? 
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Did You Know? 
sidebar text (137 char) Along the Wasatch Front, you’ll find the pinyon-juniper 

community growing between 5,000 and 6,000 feet on steep, 
warm, south-facing slopes. 

 
Read the Landscape 
Sub-header (22 char)   Demonstration Plantings 
 
Read the Landscape 
Sidebar text (272 char) After community members cleared huge amounts of trash 

from Hidden Hollow in the early 1990s, they carefully 
planned how to restore native habitat. They planted several 
“Naturescapes” to showcase local natural communities and 
inspire homeowners to plant native species. 

 
Secondary graphics 
 
HH.W5.G2 (horizontal)  rabbitbrush and butterfly 
 
Credit     Tony Frates 
 
 
 
HH.W5.G3 (vertical)   indian ricegrass (crop to vertical) 
 
Credit     Tony Frates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W5.G4 (horizontal)  cedar waxwings on juniper  
 
Credit     Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption (100 char) Clockwise from upper left: butterfly on rabbitbrush; Indian 

ricegrass; cedar waxwings eating juniper berries. 
 
Line art for left-hand column magpie   
 
 
 
Caption to line art    Student artwork, inspired by 
Hidden Hollow   
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Wayside panel #6 (HH.W6) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Demonstration Naturescape   
      Wasatch Foothill Community 
 
Main text (709 char) The plant community surrounding you here is one that 

naturally occurs in the Wasatch foothills between 5000 and 
7000 feet.  Each species provides food and shelter to 
wildlife and adds beauty to the landscape throughout the 
year.  

 
Antelope bitterbrush paints the landscape with yellow 
blossoms in springtime. Its seeds ripen in summer and feed 
many small mammals. Deer, elk, and antelope browse its 
nutritious leaves. 
 
As summer ends, the leaves of smooth sumac turn scarlet 
and its fuzzy fruits ripen. Birds devour the fruit, which also 
makes a tasty tea.  
 
Autumn brings a bounty of fruits from two small trees—
netleaf hackberry and Rocky Mountain juniper. Their fruits 
linger through the winter, an important food for many 
birds. 

 
 
Main graphic (HH.W6.G1) Spotted towhee eating dwarf 

smooth sumac berry 
(PENDING PERMISSION) 

 
Credit TBD, pending permission 
 
Caption (105 char)   TBD 
 
Sidebar header (15 char)  Backyard Habitat 
 
Sidebar text (286 char) Transform your lawn into native habitat. Native plants are 

not only great for wildlife, they’re beautiful as well. By 
choosing species adapted to our dry climate, you can 
reduce your water use. Naturescape plantings at Hidden 
Hollow showcase native species that can brighten your 
yard. 

 
Did You Know? 
sidebar text (137 char) In summer, blue-gray gnatcatchers glean insects and 

spiders from the foothill shrubs. Gnats actually make up 
only a small part of their diet. 

 
Read the Landscape 
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Sub-header (22 char)   Demonstration Plantings 
 
Read the Landscape 
Sidebar text (272 char) After community members cleared huge amounts of trash 

from Hidden Hollow in the early 1990s, they carefully 
planned how to restore native habitat. They planted several 
“Naturescapes” to showcase local natural communities and 
inspire homeowners to plant native species. 

 
Secondary graphics 
HH.W6.G2 (horizontal)  Antelope bitterbrush  
 
Credit     Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W6.G3 (vertical)  netleaf hackberry flowers 

(cropped to vertical) 
 
 
Credit     Alan Cressler 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W6.G4 (horizontal) blue-gray gnatcatcher 

(PENDING PERMISSION 
from robinsegg, Flickr) 

 
Credit     TBD 
 
 
Caption (100 char) Clockwise from upper left: Antelope bitterbrush; netleaf 

hackberry flowers and leaves; blue-gray gnatcatcher. 
 
Line art for left-hand column arrow-leafed balsamroot    
 
 
 
 
 
Caption to line art  Student artwork, inspired by Hidden 

Hollow   
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Wayside panel #7 (HH.W7) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Natural Cycles 
      Life and Death in the Forest 
 
Main text (709 char) In this streamside forest, you’re surrounded by living trees, 

from spindly seedlings to broad-trunked elders. Look again 
and you’ll see another key part of a healthy forest—dead 
trees, both standing and fallen.  

For owls, nuthatches, wood ducks, and the many other wild 
animals that nest in tree cavities, dead trees are essential for 
raising young.  

 
Fallen logs act like sponges, soaking up water and creating 
a moist home for insects and fungi that many animals eat. 
When trees fall in the creek, they create new hiding places 
for aquatic insects and fish. 
 
As dead wood decays, it becomes part of the rich soil that 
feeds living plants—part of the cycle of life in a healthy 
forest. 

 
 
Main graphic (HH.W7.G1) western screech-owl 

nesting in gnarly old 
tree  

 
Credit     Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
 
Caption (105 char) 
 
Sidebar header (15 char)   Wild Vision 
 
Sidebar text (286 char) In 1922, R.E. Sleater of the City Parks Department 

envisioned this site as a nature preserve. He noted, "Sugar 
House Park [now called Hidden Hollow] should be 
preserved in its natural rather than artificial beauty.” 
Today, Hidden Hollow Preserve fulfills that dream. 

 
Did You Know? 
sidebar text (137 char) Most wild animals that nest in cavities cannot excavate 

their own holes. They rely on old woodpecker holes or 
naturally formed hollows. 

Read the Landscape 
Sub-header (22 char)   Appreciating Messiness 
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Read the Landscape 
Sidebar text (272 char) By a gardener’s standards, a healthy forest may seem 

chaotic. The “mess” of living, dying, and dead plants is 
essential to the health of wild communities. A landscape 
with diverse native vegetation layers offers far more 
wildlife habitat than a simple, “tidy” one. 

 
 
Secondary graphics  
HH.W7.G2 (horizontal) fallen logs across 

Parley’s Creek 
(Jesse has a color 
version of this.) 

 
Credit none needed, SLC 

photo  
 
 
HH.W7.G3 (vertical) female western bluebird nesting in dead 

tree (old woodpecker nest) 
 
Credit Kevin Cole  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W7.G4 (horizontal) polypore fungus on 

decaying log  
 
Credit     Bryant Olsen 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Caption (100 char) Clockwise from upper left: fallen logs create new stream 

habitat; female western bluebird in nest; polypore fungus 
on decaying log. 

  
Line art for left-hand column little brown bat 
 
Caption to line art  Student artwork, inspired by 

Hidden Hollow   
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Wayside panel #8 (HH.W8) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   A Look Back 
      Historic Sugar House 
My thought is that this panel will be a bit different than the others, utilizing the entire right side 
of the panel for graphics (omit the sidebar and Did You Know? blurb.)Main text will provide an 
introduction to some of the important sites on the main graphic. 
 
Main text (709 char) Step back in time to the early days of Sugar House. Life 

centered around Parley’s Creek, which provided drinking 
and irrigation water and powered some 20 mills.  

 
Sugar Mill: Built in 1854, the sugar mill was one of the 
first businesses along Parley’s Creek. Though sugar 
production failed, the mill housed several other businesses 
before it was torn down in 1928. 

 
 Hygeia Ice Company: Named for the Greek goddess of 

purity, the Hygeia Ice Company (1911) produced regular 
and dry ice and once held the nation’s largest cold-storage 
facility. 

 
 Utah Central Railroad: Built in 1890, the Salt Lake and 

Eastern Railway (later renamed Utah Central Railroad) 
connected Salt Lake City with the silver mines of Park 
City.  

 
Main graphic (HH.W8.G1)  1938 aerial photo of Sugar 

House, annotated with 
callouts to photos and brief 
descriptions of several key 
historic sites. We will need to 
place a you-are-here star to 
orient readers, once it’s clear where this panel is going.  

 
Caption (105 char) 1938 aerial photo of present-day site of Hidden Hollow and 

surrounding Sugar House. 
 
Read the Landscape 
Sub-header (22 char)   Hidden History 
 
Read the Landscape  
Sidebar text (272 char) Remnants of Hidden Hollow Preserve’s rich history lie 

beneath your feet. Local elementary students found a 
railroad spike near the old path of the Utah Central 
Railway, and a horseshoe where Hygeia Ice Company once 
stabled their horses. What signs of the past will you 
discover today? 
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Secondary graphics These photos will be callouts, linked to their location on the 
map. 

 
HH.W8.G2     Sugar Mill 
 
Caption Sugar/Paper Mill  
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W8.G3     Hygeia Ice Co. 
 
Caption Hygeia Ice Company 
 
 
 
 
  
HH.W8.G4     Utah Central Railroad  
 
Caption (100 char) Utah Central Railroad 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W8.G5    Sprague Library 
 
Caption    Sprague Library 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W8.G6    Granite Planing Mill 
 
Caption    Granite Planing Mill 
 
 
 
HH.W8.G7    Sugar House Post Office 
 
Caption    Sugar House Post Office  
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Line art for left-hand column Sprague Library, drawn by Sheri Sohm  
 
 
Caption to line art  Sprague Library, by 

Hawthorn Elementary teacher 
Sheri Sohm   
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Wayside panel #9 (HH.W9) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Old Sugar House Park 
      Heart of the Neighborhood 
 
Main text (709 char) In 1913, as the Sugar House neighborhood grew, local 

businessmen sold this land to Salt Lake City to create a 
park.  

 
By 1929, the public park here (called Sugar House Park, 
not to be confused with today’s Sugar House Park, located 
farther east) boasted a swimming pool with bathhouses, 
lighted tennis courts, baseball diamond, horseshoe courts, 
handicraft center, and playground.  
 
This park formed the heart of Sugar House. The library, 
post office, school, and police station surrounded it. 
Industries flanked it as well, including the ice factory, 
sugar/paper mill, and two lumber mills. The Utah Central 
Railroad ran through it and the 2100 South Freeway skirted 
its north edge, making it a transit hub. 

 
Main graphic (HH.W9.G1) Sugar House Park swimming pool 

(Maja says that the copied version 
of this image we have from Lynne 
is too low-res to use. The image is 
from the Municipal Register of 
1929. I’m trying to track it down 
from the State Archives) 

 
Caption (105 char) Children at the swimming pool in Old Sugar House Park, 

which included the land now within Hidden Hollow 
Preserve. 

 
Sidebar header (15 char)  The Park Declines 
 
Sidebar text (286 char) By the 1940s, the park began to fall into disuse. In 1951, 

the State Prison closed, making room for Highland High 
School and a new Sugar House Park. As development on 
this block expanded, the old swimming pool was buried 
under a parking lot, and the original park was forgotten.  

 
Did You Know? 
sidebar text (137 char) Long-time residents recall how hunters dodged skaters as 

they crossed Hygeia’s ice rink to store game in the 
company’s cold lockers. 

Read the Landscape     
Sub-header (22 char)   Historic Remnants 
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Read the Landscape 
Sidebar text (272 char) Nearby, you can see remnants of a concrete settling box. 

Warm water from condensers at the Hygeia Ice Company 
and cold water from Parley’s Creek were piped to this box. 
Here, sediments settled before the water entered the 
swimming pool, which was located just west of here. 

 
Secondary graphics 
HH.W9.G2 (horizontal)  Iceland (skating rink) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W9.G3 (vertical)  remnants of the settling 

box that fed water to the 
swimming pool  

 
Photo Credit    Lynne Olson 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W9.G4 (horizontal) fun at the old roller rink 

in Sugar House  
 
 
 
Photo credit    James A. Larsen 
 
 
Caption (100 char) Clockwise from upper left: Hygeia Ice Company’s skating 

rink; remnants of the settling box that supplied water to the 
swimming pool; roller rink on south edge of old Sugar 
House Park. (Maja, this caption is much longer than in the 
template. Can we make it a two-liner?) 

 
Line art for left-hand column Old Utah State Penitentiary  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption to line art    Student artwork, Old Utah State Penitentiary  
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Wayside panel #10 (HH.W10) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Vision and Hard Work 
      How Kids Saved Hidden Hollow 
 
Main text (709 char)  During the 1980s, this land was a neglected dumping 

ground. The garbage-strewn creek hindered commercial 
development on the block, and plans were made to cover it 
with a parking lot.  

  
In 1989, students at Hawthorne Elementary School formed 
a problem-solving club called KOPE, "Kids Organized to 
Protect Our Environment." During a field trip in 1990, they 
discovered this site, saw its great potential, and named it 
"Hidden Hollow."  
 
Mobilized by KOPE, students from several schools worked 
together to convince Salt Lake City to re-zone Hidden 
Hollow as open space. Through grants, donations, and 
years of hard work, they cleaned up the site, restored native 
vegetation, and created a beloved community treasure.  

 
Main graphic (HH.W10.G1) KOPE kids planting trees (this photo 

is of somewhat marginal quality for 
a main photo. If any better images 
emerge of the original KOPE kids 
actively working on the site, please 
let me know).  

 
Caption (105 char) Working with teacher Sheri Sohm and many community 

volunteers, KOPE members planted diverse native species 
in the early 1990s. 

 
Sidebar header (15 char)  Making a Difference 
 
Sidebar text (286 char) “Hidden Hollow is a reminder of how much children can 

accomplish and learn when they are given a chance to take 
action,” says Cassie Olson, founding KOPE member. 
Decades later, the club continues to make a difference. 
Their work has inspired other schools to start KOPE clubs. 

 
Did You Know?    
sidebar text (137 char) Cleanup efforts removed 17,062 tons of debris from 

Hidden Hollow. In 1991, KOPE won the President's 
Environmental Youth Award from President George Bush. 

 Maja, I know this is too long. Can we extend the text down 
more?  

 
Read the Landscape  
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Sub-header (22 char) Restored Oasis 
 
Read the Landscape 
Sidebar text (272 char) As you explore Hidden Hollow Preserve, take time to savor 

the results of the KOPE students’ hard work. Bird song and 
rushing water, wildflowers and butterflies, shade trees and 
community art. Watch and listen for the many wild animals 
drawn to this natural oasis. 

 
 
 
Secondary graphics  
HH.W10.G2 (horizontal) KOPE kids and garbage, 

before restoration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH.W10.G3 (vertical) junk car by Parley’s Creek 

(crop to vertical) 
Or 

piles of garbage (this may 
be too low-res to use) 

 
 
 

HH.W10.G4 (horizontal) KOPE kids, raising 
awareness and funds 
through fun 

 
 
 
 
 
Caption for collage (100 char) Founding KOPE students saw beyond the trash and 

imagined a nature preserve. Their creative ideas raised 
public awareness and funds. 

 
 
Line art for left-hand column kids at Hidden Hollow 
 
 
 
Caption to line art  Student artwork, inspired by 

Hidden Hollow 
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Jordan River Parkway 
Interpretive and Orientation Panel text and graphic recommendations 

Green font: indicates a modification of template text (for Maja). 
Blue font: indicates graphics recommendation 
Red font: indicates a note to reviewers 
 
JRP Kiosk #1 (1800 N.) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K1.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) As the Jordan River flows north from Utah Lake to the 
Great Salt Lake, it passes through the heart of the Salt Lake 
Valley and through the lives of more than a million Utah 
residents. Though just 51 miles long, the river is a giant in 
its importance to our region’s history, biological diversity, 
and quality of life.  

 
The Jordan River Parkway forms a linear nature preserve 
and trail system along more than 45 miles along this 
landmark river. Come explore it, by land or by water.  
 

 
Panel graphics I would like to use the entire 

graphic area of the welcome 
panel for a treatment like the 
one at right, from the 
“Reawakened Beauty”, 
which includes call-out 
photos of vegetation 
associated with different 
parts of the riparian cross-
section illustration. In 
addition, I’d like to include a 
photo of a bird species one 
might see in each layer/plant 
type (Bullock’s oriole with 
cottonwood; belted 
kingfisher with box elder; 
lazuli bunting with peachleaf 
willow; yellow-breasted chat 
with sandbar willow) 

 
Main graphic JRPK1.P1.G1 illustration from SWCA 

of RAC restoration 
process  
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Graphic credit   MGB&A, The Grassli Group 
 
 
Inset graphics Sandbar willow, peachleaf willow, box elder, Fremont 

cottonwood, yellow-breasted chat, lazuli bunting, Bullock’s 
oriole, belted kingfisher (cropped round or oval, overlaid 
on/above graphic) 

 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) The Jordan River Parkway is a designated natural land site. 

Our city’s natural lands conserve biodiversity and beauty, 
support healthy air and water quality, and safeguard critical 
parts of our cultural and natural heritage. They are part of a 
network of open space areas stretching from our foothills to 
the Great Salt Lake. This network includes more than 150 
developed parks and the city cemetery, all managed by the 
Salt Lake City Parks and Public Lands Program. 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Restoring the Riverside 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) The Jordan River is far more than the water flowing 

between its banks. Along its course, the river supports a 
lush, water-loving plant community. When healthy, this 
riparian habitat is a complex array of native plants—from 
shrubby willows to towering cottonwoods.   

 
A wild river constantly interacts with its riparian habitat. 
Floods replenish streamside wetlands and sometimes shift 
the river’s course, creating new riparian areas. This 
dynamic community in turn sustains diverse and abundant 
wildlife. 

 
Because dams and diversions now control the flow of the 
Jordan River, this natural process no longer occurs. Though 
we can’t return the Jordan River to its pre-urban state, we 
can restore parts of it and connect them as much as 
possible.    

 
Photo collage caption Restoration efforts along the Jordan River aim to 

reestablish the complex plant community that sustains 
native wildlife.  

 
Take Part sub-header  Keep Track of Birds 
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Take Part text (260 char) Do you enjoy birding? Interested in collecting data on local 

birds? Willing to commit to an on-going research process? 
The Tracy Aviary welcomes volunteers to help monitor 
birds along the Jordan River and elsewhere. Learn more: 
slcparks.com, (801) 972-7800. 

 
Photo JRP.K1.P1.G5 Western tanager  

 
Credit Scott Root, Utah Division of 

Wildlife Resources 
 

 
Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) Riparian (streamside) habitat covers only 0.4% of Utah’s 

total land area and just 1.2% of Salt Lake City. Yet, over 75 
percent of all Utah’s bird species depend on this habitat for 
food or nesting sites. 
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JRP Kiosk #2 (1000 N.) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K2.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 
 

Main graphic JRP.K2.P1.G1 Northern pintail on Jordan River  
 

Credit Jeff Cooper 
 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Who Lives Here? 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) A beaver plies the river, fresh-cut willow clamped in its 

teeth. Downstream, a great blue heron jabs with lightning 
speed and pulls a minnow from the shallows. Overhead, a 
great horned owl hunkers on a cottonwood branch, 
blending with the tree’s rough, gray bark.  

 
Wild animals live in every layer of the riparian habitat 
around you—from the bottom of the Jordan River to the 
tops of the tallest riverside trees. Together with the Great 
Salt Lake and Utah Lake, the Jordan River provides a 
critical stopover and nesting area for migratory birds. 

 
 It’s also to home to scores of native species that live here 

year-round. Walk the parkway often and at different times 
of day. Look and listen carefully, and you’ll meet these 
wild community members. 

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K2.P1.G2  beaver 
 
 Credit    Tony Frates 
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JRP.K2.P1.G3 great-horned owl   
 
 Credit    Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
 

JRP.K2.P1.G4   great blue heron 
 
 
 

Credit Scott Root, Utah Division of Wildlife 
Resources 

 
 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption Some wild animals inhabit the Jordan River corridor only 

part of the year, like the Northern Pintail, top. Others live 
here year-round, including (clockwise from upper left) 
beaver, great-horned owl, and great blue heron. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Pitch in for the River  

 
Take Part text (260 char) Have fun and make a difference! Through the Salt Lake 

City Division of Parks and Public Lands Adopt-a-Spot 
program, you can help restore habitat for native wildlife 
along the Jordan River. Learn more at slcparks.com, (801) 
972-7800. 

 
Photo JRP.K2.P1.G5  students planting vegetation 
 
Credit Center for Documentary Expression 

and Art 
 
Did You Know sidebar   
Text (208 char) Winter is a great time to listen for great horned owls along 

the Jordan River Parkway—that’s when they mate and nest. 
Occasionally their eggs freeze and they must lay a new 
clutch.  
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JRP Kiosk #3 (700 N.) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K3.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K3.P1.G1 Photo of Ute woman taken by John K. 
Hillers, circa 1873. (available from Utah 
State Historical Society for $10) (crop to 
horizontal) 
http://content.lib.utah.edu/cdm/singleite
m/collection/USHS_Class/id/20837/rec/2
1.  

Credit John K. Hillars, used by permission, Utah State Historical 
Society 

 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 
Sidebar #2 header   Native People Along the Jordan 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Thousands of years before pioneers arrived here, native 

people lived along the Jordan River. They caught fish and 
hunted animals drawn to the life-giving water. They 
gathered the abundant wild edibles that grew along its 
banks.  

 
Though their lives were in many ways different from ours 
today, common threads—meeting basic needs for food and 
shelter, raising families, telling stories, caring for one 
another—connect us with these first inhabitants. 

 
 How do we know they lived here? By the artifacts they left 

behind. Evidence of the earliest inhabitants is scarce, but in 
1991, archaeologists uncovered a 3,000-year-old village 
along the Jordan River in Draper. The artifact-rich site 
helps us imagine the lives of these long-ago people. 

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K3.P1.G2 pottery from Galena village (have 
requested image from Utah Open 
Lands, as they are creating an 
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interpretive panel at the 
site using this image) 

JRP.K3.P1.G3 present-day Utes (pending 
permission) 

   
 

Credit Jennifer Orr (pending 
permission) 

 
 
 

JRP.K3.P1.G4 Tu-cu-pit, Ute indian said to have seen first 
Mormon pioneers enter the SL valley 
(available from Utah State History 
collection for $10) 
http://content.lib.utah.edu/cdm/singleitem/c
ollection/USHS_Class/id/20845/rec/24)  

 
Credit Used by permission, Utah State Historical Society, all 

rights reserved 
   
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Ute woman, 1873; Tu-cu-pit, Ute 

indian said to have seen the first Mormon pioneers enter the 
Salt Lake Valley; present-day Utes, Bear Dance; pottery 
from site excavation near Jordan River in Draper. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Explore the Past 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Visit the Natural History Museum of Utah and immerse 

yourself in the history of the five tribes of Utah—Goshute, 
Navajo, Paiute, Shoshone, and Ute. NHMU is located on 
the Bonneville Shoreline Trail, another public open space 
area you can explore. 

 
Photo JRP.K3.P1.G5  photo of museum  
 
Credit     Natural History Museum of Utah 
 
Did You Know sidebar   
Text (208 char) When Mormon pioneers arrived in the Salt Lake Valley in 

1847, this area was an overlap zone of occupation between 
the Shoshones to the north and the Utes to the south. 
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JRP Kiosk #4 (Cottonwood Park) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K4.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as 
kiosk #1 

 
Main graphic JRP.K4.P1.G1 Beauty shot of 

Jordan River  
 

Credit Niel Franti 
 

 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   End of the Line 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) The water from most rivers in the United States eventually 

flows to the ocean—either the Atlantic or the Pacific. The 
Jordan River is different. It flows to the Great Salt Lake, 
and that’s where its water stays, until it evaporates or is 
pumped elsewhere. 

 
 The Great Salt Lake is the largest terminal lake in North 

America. That means it has no outlet. When water 
evaporates from this large but shallow lake, whatever was 
in that water remains behind—including pollution.  

 
Pollution doesn’t flow “away.” That’s one good reason to 
keep the Jordan River clean and healthy. We haven’t done 
a good job of that in the past. Today, people all along the 
Jordan River corridor are working hard to improve the 
river's health. Thought there’s still plenty to do, there’s also 
a whole lot to celebrate. 

Inset photos  
JRP.K4.P1.G2  Utah Lake  
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 Credit    lakesideutah.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JRP.K4.P1.G3  Great Salt Lake   
 

Credit Reed Sherman, Utah Division 
of Wildlife Resources 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JRP.K4.P1.G4   Jordan River (crop to vertical)  
 
Credit    public domain 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: The Jordan River connects Utah Lake 

with the Great Salt Lake; Jordan River pumping station at 
Utah Lake; Great Salt Lake; Utah Lake. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Track Water Quality 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Join Utah Water Watch and help monitor water quality in 

the Jordan River. Run by Utah State University Extension, 
this citizen-science program is a fun way to volunteer by 
collecting important water quality data. Learn how: 
www.extension.usu.edu, 435-797-1871. 

 
Photo JRP.K4.P1.G5  photo of people doing water quality 

monitoring (Maja, if cropping to horizontal, 
use top half of image) 

 
 

Credit Hope Braithwaite, USU Water Quality 
Extension Program 
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Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) The Jordan River flows into the Great Salt Lake at the 

Farmington Bay Bird Refuge. In 1991, the lake was named 
as a site of hemispheric significance within the Western 
Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network.  
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JRP Kiosk #5 (Constitution Park) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K5.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K5.P1.G1 Beauty shot of Jordan 
River and the JRP 
(Maja, crop similar to 
thumbnail so bridge is 
less dominant) 

   
 
Credit     Niel Franti  

 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Beaded Necklace 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) What future do we envision for the Jordan River? Local 

citizens pondered that question in many public meetings. 
Their ideas resulted in Blueprint Jordan River, which lays 
the foundation for caring for this river corridor.  

 
One big idea emerged—the vision of a linear nature 
preserve stretching from Utah Lake to the Great Salt Lake. 
Along the way, restored natural areas, like the 900 South 
Oxbow Preserve, will connect to one another via the Jordan 
River Parkway, like beads on a necklace.  
 
Picture it. Fifty miles of interconnected habitat—a 
sanctuary for wildlife and an urban oasis in which to 
recreate and immerse in nature. Pieces of that vision are 
already in place. Much remains to be done. With energy 
and imagination, the vision can become reality. 

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K5.P1.G2 people biking on the river  
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Credit Bernshaw Photography 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JRP.K5.P1.G3  belted kingfisher    
 
 Credit    none needed, open source, wiki 
 

 
 
 
JRP.K5.P1.G4 people kayaking/canoeing the 

Jordan River  
 
Credit Bernshaw Photography 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption You can explore the Jordan River Parkway by land or by 

water. The belted kingfisher (lower left) is just one of the 
many bird species you may see along the way. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Pitch in for the River 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Have fun and make a difference! Through the city’s Adopt-

a-Spot program, you can help restore the Jordan River. Pull 
weeds, collect trash, plant native vegetation, test water 
quality, monitor wildlife, and more. Learn more at 
slcparks.com, (801) 972-7800. 

 
Photo JRP.K5.P1.G5  People doing volunteer work  

 
 
 
 
Did You Know sidebar   
Text (208 char) Though often referred to as being in the 

west side of Salt Lake City, the Jordan River Parkway 
actually runs north-south through the geographic center of 
the city limits.   
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JRP Kiosk #6 (Gatsby-North Temple) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K6.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

 
Main graphic JRP.K6.P1.G1 winter beauty shot  
 
Credit Scott Brill, 

seekraz.wordpress.com 
 
 
 

Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 
Open space network 

 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
Sidebar #2 header   Year-round Beauty 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) You miss a lot if you stay indoors, especially here along the 

Jordan River. In winter, snow and frost transform the 
landscape with every storm. It’s a perfect season to watch 
the many birds that live here year-round, since they’re easy 
to spot on bare branches.  

 
 In spring, the waterway comes alive with returning 

migratory birds. Leaves unfurl and flowers open. In the 
heat of summer, a paddle along the river allows close-up 
views of the river’s wildlife. In autumn, fruits and seeds 
ripen and leaves turn shades of fire. Migratory birds wing 
south along the river corridor.  

 
 Explore the Jordan River Parkway in every season. Dawn 

and dusk are great times to see wildlife, but any time of day 
is right for getting to know this remarkable river.  

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K6.P1.G2 Two-tailed swallowtail on native 
thistle  

 
Credit    Tony Frates 
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JRP.K6.P1.G3 autumn beauty shot (bigtooth maple 

seeds)   
 
Credit Tony Frates 

 
 
 

JRP.K6.P1.G4 cedar waxwings  
 
 

Credit Jeff Cooper 
 
 
 

Photo collage caption Beauty fills every season along the Jordan 
River. Clockwise from top: winter along the river, cedar 
waxwings, bigtooth maple (Acer grandidentatum) seeds, 
two-tailed swallowtail on native thistle.  

 
Take Part sub-header  Four-season Birding 

 
Take Part text (260 char) One great way to tune in to seasonal changes along the 

Jordan River is through bird-watching. You don’t have to 
be a bird expert to contribute data to eBird, one of the 
world’s largest citizen-science databases. Learn how you 
can join in at www.ebird.org. 

 
Photo JRP.K6.P1.G5  western tanager  
 
Credit Scott Root, Utah Division of 

Wildlife Resources 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) Bald eagles are common winter residents in Utah. You’ll 

sometimes see them flying along the Jordan River. Young 
bald eagles are brown. They don’t develop their white head 
and tail plumage for about five years.  
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JRP Kiosk #7 (Fisher Mansion) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K7.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K7.P1.G1 Fisher Brewery, 1950, 
looking northwest 
(mansion and Jordan 
River in background), 
annotated to identify 
Fisher Brewing Company, 
Fisher Mansion, 200 S., 
and Jordan River. 
(available for $10/image 
from USHS) 

 
Credit Used by permission, Utah State Historical Society, all 

rights reserved 
 

Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 
Open space network 

 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Early Industry on the River 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) In 1884, German brewer Albert Fisher established his own 

brewery just a few hundred yards east of here. It quickly 
became the largest in the state. In 1893, he built the grand 
mansion before you. 

 
Fisher Brewery closed in 1918 due to Prohibition. Though 
Albert Fisher died just a year later, his son Frank reopened 
the brewery in 1933 when the 18th Amendment was 
repealed. It remained Utah’s premier brewery until its 
buyout in 1957. 
 
Albert Fisher built his mansion here to be near his brewery. 
In those days, the Jordan River was largely an industrial 
area of mills, stockyards, tanneries, and more, and the river 
was a dumping site for industrial waste. Today, the 
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mansion overlooks a river whose health and water quality 
are steadily improving. 

 
  
 

 
Inset photos  
JRP.K7.P1.G2 Workers at Fisher Brewing Co. in 

1912 (available for $10/image from 
USHS) 

 
 
Credit Used by permission, Utah State 

Historical Society, all rights 
reserved 

 
 
 
JRP.K7.P1.G3 aerial view showing brewery, 

mansion, and Jordan River in 
1950 (available for $10/image 
from USHS) 

 
 
Credit Used by permission, Utah State 

Historical Society, all rights 
reserved 

 
  

 
JRP.K7.P1.G4  Albert Fisher and his wife (available for 

$10/image from USHS) 
 
Credit Used by permission, Utah State Historical 

Society, all rights reserved 
 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Fisher Brewing 

Company, 1950; Albert and Alma Fisher; 
aerial view of brewery and Jordan River, 
1950; brewery workers in 1912. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Best Practices for the River 

 
Take Part text (260 char) What steps can we take—individually and together—to 

improve the Jordan River’s health? Best Practices for 
Riverfront Communities suggests ways to conserve both the 
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environment and the cultural history of this waterway. 
Read it at www.jordanrivercommission.com.   

. 
Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) Fisher Brewing Company was Utah’s first and longest-

running brewery. The Fisher family occupied this mansion 
from 1893 until 1940 and managed the brewery until it 
closed in 1957. 
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JRP Kiosk #8 (Alzheimers Park) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K8.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K8.P1.G1 students prepping soil for native 
planting at Alzheimer’s Park  

 
Credit Center for Documentary 

Expression and Art 
 
 

Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 
Open space network 

 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Return of the Natives 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) What do you get when you mix energetic volunteers and 

native plants? New habitat for local wildlife. In 
Alzheimer’s Park, local community members haven’t just 
been hoping for a healthier Jordan River corridor—they’ve 
been making it happen. 

 
 In 1991, volunteers planted fragrant sumac, golden current, 

woods rose, and many other native species in one of the 
earliest successful riparian (riverside) plantings along the 
Jordan River. These native plants feed and shelter scores of 
birds and other wildlife. 

 
 Since then, volunteers have continued the quest to restore 

native biological diversity. That process involves removing 
non-native species like Siberian Elm and planting native 
species—from grasses and wildflowers to cottonwood and 
box elder trees. 

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K8.P1.G2 Ty Harrison and student cut 
Siberian elm 
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Credit Center for Documentary Expression and Art 
 
 
 
JRP.K8.P1.G3 students preparing to plant 

native plant  
  
Credit Center for Documentary 

Expression and Art 
 
 
 

JRP.K8.P1.G4 present-day photo of the original native planting done at 
Alzheimer’s Park in 1991 (need to photograph this) 

 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Students from West High School 

create a wildlife habitat patch in 2013; native habitat 
planted in 1991 is now well established; West High 
students work together to plant a native shrub; community 
volunteer Ty Harrison encourages a West High student as 
he saws a Siberian elm. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Create Backyard Habitat 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Help native wildlife and reduce your water bill by replacing 

your lawn with native plants. Explore the native plantings 
here at Alzheimer’s Park and at other open space sites like 
Hidden Hollow Preserve. Learn more at slcparks.com, 
(801) 972-7800. 

 
Photo JRP.K8.P1.G5  native flax  

 
 
 
 
 

Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) You can help make Alzheimer’s Park a haven for wildlife 

and people as a volunteer with the Salt Lake City Adopt-a-
Spot program. Find out more by contacting slcparks.com, 
(801) 972-7800. 
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JRP Kiosk #9 (9th South, West side) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K9.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K9.P1.G1 pre-restoration photo (Maja, 
this is a panorama photo—
you’ll need to work with it to 
use it as the main image—
I’d like to be sure that the 
cropping shows a lot of the 
pre-restoration habitat, like the above crop) 

 
Credit Center for Documentary Expression and Art 
 
 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
Sidebar #2 header   Restoring the Oxbow 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Here at the 900 South Oxbow Preserve, you can experience 

restoration in action. What’s being restored? Natural 
riverside habitat and its vital functions and values. Beauty, 
wildlife and plant diversity, a place to explore nature. And 
much more. 

 
Along its course, a healthy river supports dynamic, 
interconnected communities of water-loving plants and 
animals. In a wild river system, floods replenish streamside 
wetlands and sometimes shift the river’s course altogether, 
creating new riparian areas. 
 
Because dams and development now control the flow of the 
Jordan River, this natural process no longer occurs. Though 
we can’t return the Jordan River to its pre-urban state, we 
can restore key parts of it—like the 900 South Oxbow. 

 
 

Inset photos  
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JRP.K9.P1.G2 emergent wetland habitat  
 
Credit California Open Lands 

 
 
 

JRP.K9.P1.G3  Marsh wren   
 

Credit Phil Douglass, Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources 

 
 
 
 
 

JRP.K9.P1.G4 people participating in planning 
process for 900 South oxbow 
restoration, if available. 
Otherwise, an illustration of 900 
South oxbow restoration concept 
(right) 

 
Credit SWCA Environmental 

Consultants (illustration) 
 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Local students assess the oxbow 

before restoration; community members offered much 
feedback on the restoration design, shown here (modify this 
if we cannot obtain a good image of people participating in 
the planning process); the marsh wren (lower left) is just 
one of countless species needing wetland habitat (upper 
left). 

 
Take Part sub-header  Pitch in for the River 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Have fun and make a difference! Through the city’s Adopt-

a-Spot program, you can help restore the Jordan River. Pull 
weeds, collect trash, plant native vegetation, test water 
quality, monitor wildlife, and more. Learn more at 
slcparks.com, (801) 972-7800. 

 
 

Photo JRP.K9.P1.G5 people planting native vegetation  
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Did You Know sidebar   
Text (208 char) Riparian (streamside) habitat covers only 0.4% of Utah’s 

total land area and just 1.2% of Salt Lake City. Yet, over 75 
percent of all Utah’s bird species depend on this habitat for 
food or nesting sites. 
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JRP Kiosk #10 (9th South, East side) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K10.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K10.P1.G1 biking the Jordan River 
Parkway 

 
Credit Bernshaw Photography 
 
 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Fresh-air Travel 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char)  Here at 9th South, you’re at the junction of two of Salt 

Lake City’s multi-use trails—the Jordan River Parkway 
and the 9-Line Trail. These trails are part of a network of 
bikeways and bike lanes that facilitate non-motorized travel 
through the city. 

 
 Our city has already earned national recognition as a 

bicycle-friendly community, and our bikeway network is 
steadily growing. Eventually, multi-use trails will connect 
our foothills to the Jordan River and beyond.  

 
Salt Lake City bikeways will take you to many our city’s 
beautiful natural areas. From the Jordan River Parkway, 
you can explore restored sites like the 900 S. Oxbow 
Preserve and Bend-in-the-River. Follow Parley’s Trail to 
gems like Parley’s Historic Nature Park. The city awaits 
you! 

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K10.P1.G2 Bend-in-the-River 
Preserve 
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Credit Center for Documentary Expression and Art 
JRP.K10.P1.G3 Bonneville Shoreline Trail (need 

to take photo like the one right—
haven’t been able to get high-res 
version of this one) 

 
 Credit    TBD  

 
 
 
 
JRP.K10.P1.G4   Hidden Hollow  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Biking the Jordan River Parkway; 

Bend-in-the-River; Hidden Hollow, one of the beautiful 
open space areas along Parley’s Trail; riding the Bonneville 
Shoreline Trail. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Burn Carbs, Not Oil 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Build muscles and boost air quality by commuting to work 

on Salt Lake City's expanding network of bicycle trails. 
Pick up a copy of the city's Bikeways Map at local bike 
shops or the City/County Building information desk. Or 
view it on-line at bikeslc.com. 

 
Photo JRP.K10.P1.G5  photo of Richard Terry 

commuting by unicycle  
 

Credit     Brian Nicholson, Deseret News 
 

 
 
 
 
Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) According to the non-profit organization, Transportation 

Alternatives, 350 calories—the equivalent of a slice of 
pizza—will power a cyclist 10 miles, a pedestrian 3.5 
miles, and an automobile 100 feet. 
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JRP Kiosk #11 (Bend-in-the-River Park) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K11.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K11.P1.G1 Beauty photo of river at 
Bend-in-the-River  

 
Credit none needed (city photo) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
Sidebar #2 header   Conserving Community 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Here at Bend-in-the-River, people have been working hard 

to restore riverside habitat. When this happens, the whole 
local community benefits—plants, animals, and people. 
How do people benefit? Here are just a few ways: 
 Cleaner air and water. Healthy streamside vegetation 

filters runoff before it enters the river. Plants absorb 
CO2, produce oxygen, and buffer noise.  

 Increased quality of life. A healthy and beautiful 
landscape is a sanctuary for recreation, community 
gatherings, and connection with nature.  

 Constantly changing outdoor classroom. Restored 
natural habitat creates opportunities to observe and 
interact with the wild community members that share 
this valley with us.   

 Economic benefits. Homes and businesses near 
beautiful, safe, open space areas often increase in value. 

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K11.P1.G2  Person biking on the JRP  
 
Credit Bernshaw Photography 
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JRP.K11.P1.G3 Ty Harrison and students in the 

BITR treehouse.  
 

Credit Center for Documentary 
Expression and Art 

  
 
 
JRP.K11.P1.G4 Hand holding cottonwood leaf  
 
Credit Center for Documentary Expression and 

Art 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Restored habitat at Bend-in-the-

River; cottonwood leaf; ecologist Ty Harrison and (need 
name of high school) High School students discuss ecology 
in the Urban Treehouse; biking the Jordan River Parkway. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Support Open Space 

 
Take Part text (260 char) What would our city be like without open spaces like Bend-

in-the-River? If your city parks and natural areas enrich 
your life, help support them. Join in community events to 
maintain, expand, and celebrate open space. Learn more: 
slcparks.com, (801) 972-7800. 

 
Photo JRP.K11.P1.G5 People planting trees 

along JRP 
 
 

Credit none needed, city 
photo 

 
 
 
Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) Salt Lake City’s Division of Parks & Public Lands, the 

University of Utah’s Lowell Bennion Center, and nearby 
neighbors partnered to create Bend-in-the-River for 
ecological restoration, volunteer work, and education. 
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JRP Kiosk #12 (1300 S.) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K12.P1) 
 
K12.P1 Header (2-part)  Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K12.P1.G1 map showing SLC 
tributaries of 
Jordan River (Maja, 
you can crop the left 
side, and move the 
legend to the right. 
Make sure not to crop 
Jordan River) 

 
Credit BIO-WEST, Inc. 

 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 
Sidebar #2 header   Ribbons of Life 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Walk just a few hundred yards downstream, and you’ll see 

a conduit where water flows into the Jordan River from the 
east. This unassuming entryway channels the waters of 
three of our city’s four main tributaries—Parley’s, 
Emigration, and Red Butte creeks. About two miles north, 
City Creek enters the Jordan River from a culvert under 
North Temple Street.  

 
Because these tributaries have been channeled underground 
for their last few miles, it can be easy to forget their vital 
connection with the Jordan River. Together, the river and 
these four creeks form the lifeblood of our city—ribbons of 
native biological diversity. Though they occupy just 1.2% 
of Salt Lake City’s land, they support over 75 percent of 
the bird species that live here. 

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K12.P1.G2 Parley’s Creek at Hidden 
Hollow  

 
Credit Alan Cressler  
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JRP.K12.P1.G3  Red Butte Creek    
Credit    none needed 
 
 
 
 
 

 
JRP.K12.P1.G4  Emigration Creek and Red Butte 

Creek enter Jordan River  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption Four tributaries feed the Jordan River in Salt Lake City, as 

shown on the map, top. Clockwise from upper left: Parley’s 
Creek; the conduit where Emigration, Red Butte, and 
Parley’s creeks join the Jordan River; Red Butte Creek.  

 
Take Part sub-header  A Healthy River Starts at Home 
 
Take Part text (260 char) Simple actions at home can help the Jordan River. 

Pollutants that flow into city storm drains end up in the 
river. Limit the use of fertilizers and pesticides. Use a 
broom, not a hose, to clean walkways. For more ideas, read 
Best Practices for Riverfront Communities, 
www.jordanrivercommission.com. 

 
Photo JRP.K12.P1.G5 Storm drain (Maja, can 

you deemphasize the 
“359” and the paper cup 
in the drain? If not we 
need to take another 
photo—could be 
something like the photo, 
right, but a little nicer 
looking. It’d be nice to 
have one with the “No dumping: drains to creek” 
wording.) 

Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) Water from Emigration and Red Butte Creeks flows 

underground to Liberty Park. There, it surfaces to form 
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Liberty Lake. From there, it continues underground to the 
Jordan River.  
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JRP Kiosk #13 (1700 South, west side) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K13.P1) 
 
K13.P1 Header (2-part)  Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K13.P1.G1 illustration of Lake Bonneville, overlaid 
with Great Salt Lake, Utah Lake, Sevier 
Lake, and Jordan River  

 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 
Sidebar #2 header   How the River Formed 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) If you were right here during the last ice age, you’d be 

under about 900 feet of water, at the bottom of Lake 
Bonneville. Some 16,000 years ago, the lake reached its 
highest level, roughly the size of present-day Lake 
Michigan.  

 
About 14,500 years ago, a natural dam at the lake’s outlet 
in Idaho gave way, and much water drained north. Over the 
next 3,000 years, the lake’s level fluctuated. By 11,500 
years ago, it reached the level of today’s Great Salt Lake. 
 
The Great Salt Lake and Utah Lake are remnants of Lake 
Bonneville, like puddles left after a bathtub drains. The 
Jordan River formed as an outflow from Utah Lake. 
Because it drains, Utah Lake has remained freshwater. The 
Great Salt Lake has no outlet, so salts have concentrated 
over time. 

 
Inset photos  (Maja, I’m not sure how much of the photo space the map 

will take up—you may only have room for two side-by-side 
horizontal images under it. If that’s the case, use the first 
two images below. If there’s any way to overlay the photo 
of the terrace layers (JRP.K13.P1.G4) on the map—maybe 
where the three-state image is in the lower right—then go 
for it!) 
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JRP.K13.P1.G2 Utah Lake (pending permission) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
JRP.K13.P1.G3 biker on BST (need to take this 

photo, as the one at right is not 
available) 

 
 
Credit    TBD 
 

 
JRP.K13.P1.G4 Terrace layers left by receding 

Lake Bonneville  
 
 

Credit James St. John, Ohio State 
University 

 
 
 
Photo collage caption Top: When ancient Lake Bonneville receded at the end of 

the last ice age, it left behind the Great Salt Lake and Utah 
Lake. The Jordan River formed as Utah Lake drained to the 
Great Salt Lake. Clockwise from upper left: Utah Lake; 
shoreline terraces left behind by receding Lake Bonneville; 
biker on the Bonneville Shoreline Trail, which traverses the 
uppermost terrace.  

 
Take Part sub-header  Create backyard habitat 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Help native wildlife and reduce your water bill by replacing 

your lawn with native plants. Many local sites, like Hidden 
Hollow Preserve and the 900 South Oxbow Preserve, 
showcase native plantings. Learn more at slcparks.com, 
(801) 972-7800. 

 
 
 

Photo JRP.K14.P1.G5  native plantings at U of U 
heritage garden 

 
Credit     Tony Frates 
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Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) When the natural earthen dam at the north end of ancient 

Lake Bonneville gave way about 14,500 years ago, it 
released a massive flood that lowered the lake level 375 
feet in less than a year. 
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JRP Kiosk #14 (1700 South, east side) 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K14.P1) 
 
K14.P1 Header (2-part)  Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K14.P1.G1 kayakers on Jordan River  
 

Credit     Bernshaw Photography 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
Sidebar #2 header   Float the River! 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Get a whole new perspective on the Jordan River as it 

flows through Salt Lake City by getting out on it in a kayak 
or canoe. You can access the river at several boat launch 
sites along the river (see orientation map for locations). 

 
 Within our city’s boundaries, the entire length of the Jordan 

River is navigable. [Lani asked me to keep this text wide 
open, so SLC folks can word this to align with the current 
status of boating on the Jordan River. Should talk about 
where you can boat—for example, can one go all the way 
to the GSL?—what the hazards are, etc] 

 
 Remember, always wear a life jacket, keep an eye on local 

weather conditions, know your limitations as a paddler, and 
let someone know your route and intended schedule.  

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K14.P1.G2  boat take-out site along river (other than at 17th south) 
(need this) 

 
 
 
 

JRP.K14.P1.G3 crew boat on the Surplus Canal  
 
Credit Michael Stahulak, © Utah Crew 
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JRP.K14.P1.G4 Cleaning up the river by kayak 
or canoe (need a new image of 
this, if  possible. I have the poor-
quality image at right from JRC) 

 
 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Kayaking the Jordan River; 

community members pick up garbage by canoe; young 
people row the Surplus Canal; boat take-out site at _______ 
(pending photo). 

 
Take Part sub-header A Healthy River Starts at Home 
 
Take Part text (260 char) Simple actions at home can help the Jordan River. 

Pollutants that flow into city storm drains end up in the 
river. Limit the use of fertilizers and pesticides. Use a 
broom, not a hose, to clean walkways. For more ideas, read 
Best Practices for Riverfront Communities, 
www.jordanrivercommission.com.  

 
Photo JRP.K14.P1.G5 Storm drain (Maja, can 

you deemphasize the 
“359” and the paper cup 
in the drain? If not we 
need to take another 
photo—could be 
something like the photo, 
right, but a little nicer 
looking. It’d be nice to 
have one with the “No dumping: drains to creek” 
wording.) 

 
Credit Alan Cressler  

 
Did You Know sidebar   
Text (208 char) You can also paddle or row the Surplus Canal, which 

begins at the southern end of Salt Lake City’s section of the 
Jordan River Parkway, at 2100 South.  
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Kiosk Site #15: 21st south entrance 
 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (K15.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to the 

Jordan River Parkway 
 

Main text (455 char) Same text as kiosk #1 
 

Main graphic JRP.K15.P1.G1 Beauty shot of 
the Jordan River  

 
Credit Niel Franti  

 
 
 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same text as kiosk #1 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Restoring the River  
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) The Jordan River you see today is far different from the 

one settlers encountered in 1847. People have changed the 
river greatly with channeling and development. Just ahead, 
for example, lies the Surplus Canal, built in the 1890s, 
which diverts 80-90% of the river’s flow west of the city to 
control flooding.  

 
While we can’t restore the original Jordan River ecosystem, 
there’s plenty we can do to improve its health. As you 
explore the Jordan River Parkway, you’ll see much 
evidence of restoration—like the revegetated riverbanks 
just beyond the footbridge across the Surplus Canal. 
 
You’ll also find restored river habitat at other sites along 
the river in Salt Lake City, including the 900 South Oxbow, 
Bend-in-the-River, and Alzheimer’s Park. 

 
Inset photos  

JRP.K15.P1.G2  Barrow’s Goldeneye  
 

Credit    Jeff Cooper  
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JRP.K15.P1.G3 Rowers on the Surplus Canal   
 
Credit Michael Stahulak, © Utah Crew 

 
 
 

JRP.K15.P1.G4   Students restoring habitat  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: The beautiful Jordan River flows 

north through Salt Lake city; students restore habitat along 
the river; young rowers on the Surplus Canal; Barrow’s 
goldeneye  on the river. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Explore by Land and Water 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Have you ever dipped a paddle in the Jordan River? 

Brought along binoculars and watched for wildlife along 
the riverbanks? Biked the Jordan River Parkway from one 
end of Salt Lake City to the other? There are so many great 
ways to explore this beautiful river!  

 
Photo JRP.K15.P1.G5  biking the JRP 

 
Credit     Bernshaw Photography 

 
 

Did You Know sidebar   
Text (208 char) You can spot more than 125 bird species along the Jordan 

River. At least 50 species live here year-round, including 
Utah’s state bird, the California gull. What kinds of birds 
do you see by the river today? 
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Jordan River Wayside Panel #1, 900 South Oxbow Preserve (JRP.W1) 
 
Panel header (2-part)  Restoring a Riverbend 
  900 South Oxbow Preserve 
 
Main text (805 char) This oxbow area was once part of a free-flowing river 

system. Floodwaters continually reshaped the river’s 
contours and spilled into the surrounding landscape, 
replenishing streamside (riparian) vegetation and low-lying 
wetlands.  

 
 Such unpredictable movement doesn’t fit well with urban 

development. For more than a century, people have 
controlled the Jordan River’s flow through Salt Lake City 
to prevent flooding.  

 
This site has experienced other big changes over the years. 
Union Pacific Railroad built a rail line through the middle 
of the oxbow. The site was also a holding area for material 
dredged from the river bottom. Invasive plants thrived in 
the disturbed soil. 
 
Now restoration is underway, returning wetlands and native 
plants to this site. Visit often and watch the changes unfold. 

  
 
Main graphic JRP.W1.G1  illustration of restoration 

concept  
 
Graphic credit MGB&A  
 
 
 
 
Graphic caption Community members offered much feedback on the 

restoration design, illustrated here. 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header Beaded Necklace 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) Healthy riparian habitat improves the river’s water quality 

by filtering urban runoff. It provides critical habitat for 
wildlife and increases the quality of life for people. Though 
we can’t return the Jordan River to its pre-urban state, we 
can restore key sites and connect them with a vegetated 
riverside corridor, like beads on a necklace.  
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Read the Landscape header  
(2-part) Rail to Trail 
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) The bridge you’re standing on once carried Union Pacific 

trains. Now it offers a vista of the restoration processes 
underway at the oxbow. What changes do you see here day 
to day, season to season? 

  
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) The term “oxbow” comes from farming. To pull a plow, an 

ox wears a U-shaped collar of metal or wood, called an 
oxbow. 

Inset photos 
JRP.W1.G2 (upper horizontal)  900 S. Oxbow, before restoration  
 
JRP.W1.G2 credit SWCA 
 
 
 
JRP.W1.G3 (lower horizontal) meandering river with many 

oxbows and oxbow lakes  
 
JRP.W1.G3 credit Travis Shinabarger 
 
 
 
JRP.W1.G4 (right, vertical)  kingfisher  
 
JRP.W1.G4 credit  Kevin Cole 
 
Caption Clockwise from upper left: invasive 

weeds dominate the oxbow before 
restoration; belted kingfisher; a wild 
river shifts widely over its floodplain. 

  
Lower sidebar heading How Oxbows Form 
 
Lower sidebar text (260 char) When a river flows over gently sloping ground, it naturally 

snakes back and forth. Over time, its curves grow as the 
river carves the outside of each bend. A river can become 
so curvy that it doubles back on itself, forming an oxbow.  
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Jordan River Parkway Wayside #2, 900 South Oxbow Preserve (JRP.W2) 
 
Panel header (2-part)  People and the Jordan River 
      Part of a Complex Community 
 
Main text (805 char) Thousands of years before pioneers arrived in the mid- 

1800s, people lived along the Jordan River. They caught 
fish and hunted animals drawn to the life-giving water. 
They gathered the abundant wild edibles that grew along its 
banks.  

 
 After pioneer settlement, people began to change the river 

to meet their needs. They diverted its flow for irrigation 
and flood control, straightened its winding channel, and 
filled shoreline wetlands. Like so many rivers in the early- 
to mid-1900s, the Jordan River was dumping site for raw 
wastes.  

 
In recent decades, people have been working hard to 
improve the river’s health. How? By keeping pollutants out 
of the river, restoring native riverside habitat, developing 
standards for river-friendly development, and more. The 
fruits of these efforts surround you here. 

 
 

Main photo JRP.W2.G1 Side-by-side images showing 
aerial views of Jordan River  in 
Murray, in 1937 and 1990, 
with huge change to river 
contours. 

 
Photo credit courtesy Jordan River 

Commission 
 
Photo caption The Jordan River corridor in Murray in 1937 (left) and in 

1990 (right). 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header How Channelizing Affects Wildlife 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) Look closely at the braided, meandering path of the Jordan 

River in the 1937 photo, left. That’s a whole lot of aquatic 
and riverside habitat for wildlife. When the Jordan River 
was channelized and its surrounding wetlands filled, most 
of that habitat vanished. This, in turn, reduced both the 
abundance and variety of wildlife. 

 
Read the Landscape header Carving out Habitat 
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(2-part)  
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) As the river sweeps around this sharp bend, water on the 

outside of the bend moves faster than water on the inside. 
That’s why sediments tend to be scoured from the outer 
shore and build up on the inside shore. 

  
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) The Jordan River watershed includes all of Salt Lake 

County and some of the most densely populated areas of 
Utah. 

 
Inset photos 
JRP.W2.G2 (upper horizontal)  beaver 
 
JRP.W2.G2 credit Tony Frates 

 
JRP.W2.G3 (lower horizontal) black-crowned night heron (crop to 

horizontal) 
 
JRP.W2.G3 credit Scott Root, Utah Division of 

Wildlife Resources 
 
JRP.W2.G4 (right, vertical) dragonflies  
 
JRP.W2.G4 credit  Utah Division of Wildlife Resources 
 
Caption Wildlife of the Jordan River, from 

upper left:  beaver; dragonflies; black-
crowned night heron. 

 
  
Lower sidebar heading Life-giving Waters 
 
Lower sidebar text (260 char) Can you imagine anything more precious in a dry 

landscape than fresh water? The Jordan River gathers water 
from mountain tributaries, springs, rain, and snowmelt and 
carries it to the Great Salt Lake. It sustains countless plants 
and animals, including people. 
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Miller Preserve 
Interpretive and Orientation Panel text and graphic recommendations 

Green font: indicates a modification of template text (for Maja). 
Blue font: indicates graphics recommendation 
Red font: indicates a note to reviewers 
 
Miller Preserve Kiosk A 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (MP.KA.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Miller Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) This forested oasis along Red Butte Creek became a 
preserve in 1935, when Minnie Miller donated the land to 
Salt Lake City in honor of her husband, Lee Charles Miller. 
She envisioned this land as a sanctuary for both wildlife and 
local children.  

 
Though just nine acres, Miller Preserve is an important 
habitat corridor for hundreds of species of birds and other 
wildlife.  Red Butte Creek is home to Bonneville cutthroat 
trout and June sucker, two native fish. 
 

 
Main graphic PP.KA.P1.G1 black-chinned hummingbird on nest 

 
Credit Ron Stewart, Utah Division of 

Wildlife Resources 
 

Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 
Open space network 

 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Miller Preserve is a designated natural land site. Our city’s 

natural lands conserve biodiversity and beauty, support 
healthy air and water quality, and safeguard critical parts of 
our cultural and natural heritage. They are part of a network 
of open space areas stretching from our foothills to the Great 
Salt Lake. This network includes more than 150 developed 
parks and the city cemetery, all managed by the Salt Lake 
City Parks and Public Lands Program. 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Ribbon of Life 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Why are so many birds drawn to Miller Preserve? Water. 

Red Butte Creek makes this preserve lush and green. And 
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that verdant streamside vegetation—from ground covers like 
creeping barberry to canopy trees like box elder and 
cottonwood—provides food, nest sites, and cover from 
predators. 

 
 For birds, the forest around you is a well-stocked pantry. 

Insects, berries, nuts, seeds, nectar, small animals—every 
bird species has its favorite foods, and the complex plant 
community here has plenty to offer.  

 
 Because they’ve evolved together for thousands of years, 

native plants offer the best habitat for native bird species. 
That’s why management here encourages the growth of 
diverse, native streamside forest species.  

 
Inset photos  
 

MP.KA.P1.G2 native hawthorn, loaded with berries 
(Maja, crop to get most interesting 
composition) 

 
Credit none needed   

 
MP.KA.P1.G3 ruby-crowned kinglet 

 
Credit Bryant Olsen 

 
 
 
 
 
 

MP.KA.P1.G4   Downy woodpecker 
 
Credit    Scott Root, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources

     
 
Photo collage caption The native vegetation in Miller Preserve supports a host of 

native birds, including black-chinned hummingbird (top), 
downy woodpecker (right), and ruby-crowned kinglet (lower 
left). River hawthorn (upper left) is one of the many fruit-
filled native plants growing here. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Backyards for the Birds 
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Take Part text (260 char) Miller Preserve is one small gem of wildlife habitat in our 
city. You can help create more habitat by replacing your 
lawn with native plants. Many local sites, like Hidden 
Hollow Preserve, showcase native plantings. Learn more at 
slcparks.com, (801) 972-7800. 

 
Photo MP.KA.P1.G5 native plantings at U of U heritage 

garden 
 

 
 
 
Did You Know sidebar   
Text (208 char) Riparian (streamside) habitat covers only 0.4% of Utah’s 

total land area and just 1.2% of Salt Lake City. Yet, over 75 
percent of all Utah’s bird species depend on this habitat for 
food or nesting sites. 
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Miller Preserve Kiosk B 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (PP.KB.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Miller Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char)  Same as kiosk panel #1 
 
  
Main graphic MP.KB.P1.G1 Students exploring creek  

 
 
 

 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same as kiosk panel #1 

 
Sidebar #2 header   Outdoor Classroom 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Every day, this land changes and offers something new to 

notice and explore. In this outdoor classroom, the potential 
lessons are limitless—lessons about natural processes like 
water quality and species diversity. About how people have 
interacted with this creek over time.  

 
Lessons about beauty. About how good it feels to get 
outside and listen to water and birds. About the resilience 
and fragility of nature. You may have known this preserve 
all your life, or you may be visiting for the first time today. 
Either way, new discoveries await you up the trail. 
 
Miller Preserve isn’t just a refuge for birds. It’s a refuge for 
students of all ages—for anyone curious about the amazing 
community of plants and animals that call this place home. 
 

 
Inset photos  

MP.KB.P1.G2  western tanager  
 

Credit Scott Root, Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources 
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MP.KB.P1.G3  spotted towhee  
 
 Credit    Kevin Cole 
 
 
 

MP.KB.P1.G4   person with binoculars looking into trees 
 

 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Local students study the water quality 

of Red Butte Creek. Birding in Miller Preserve is a four-
season activity. You’ll find birds in every layer of 
vegetation—from spotted towhees on the forest floor to 
western tanagers high in the canopy. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Pitch in for the Preserve 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Have fun and make a difference! Through the city’s Adopt-

a-Spot program, you can help care for Miller Preserve. Pull 
weeds, collect trash, plant native vegetation, test water 
quality, monitor wildlife, and more. Learn more at 
slcparks.com, (801) 972-7800. 

 
Photo MP.KB.P1.G5 volunteers (crop to zero in on 

students, not surroundings, since it’s 
not from Miller Preserve) 

 
Credit none needed 

 
 

 
Did You Know sidebar   
Text (208 char) One great way to tune in to seasonal changes along Red 

Butte Creek is through birding. You don’t have to be a bird 
expert to contribute data to eBird,org, one of the world’s 
largest citizen-science databases.  
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Miller Preserve Wayside Panel #1 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Island Sanctuary 
  Caring for Miller Preserve 
 
Main text (805 char) Miller Preserve is a natural area—a place for wild plants and 

animals to flourish. If that’s the case, it can take care of 
itself, right? Unfortunately, no. Human activities continually 
affect the preserve’s natural functions and values.  

 
 Over time, introduced plants like black locust and Siberian 

elm have squeezed out native plants and reduced habitat 
diversity here. And because the Red Butte Creek watershed 
extends far beyond the preserve’s boundaries, this site is 
constantly impacted by water-borne pollutants. 

 
 Careful management can protect Miller Preserve’s small 

island of habitat. Restoring stream contours and native 
vegetation, stabilizing streambanks, monitoring water 
quality, reducing urban runoff into the creek—these are just 
a few practices that maintain this natural community. 

 
  

 
Main photo MP.W1.G1 Creek contours in need of 

restoration  
 
Photo credit none needed 
 
 
Photo caption Restoration projects in Miller 

Preserve tackle such issues as streambank compaction and 
erosion. 

 
Upper sidebar sub-header After the Spill 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) In 2010, a ruptured pipeline spilled 33,600 gallons of crude 

oil into upper Red Butte Creek. The spill killed the stream’s 
aquatic invertebrates and native fish, which many other 
animals depend on for food. Following immense cleanup 
efforts, aquatic insects, snails, and more have returned to the 
stream—a strong indicator of recovery. 

   
Read the Landscape header  
(2-part) Beneath the Surface 
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Read the Landscape text (270 c.) There’s a whole community of living organisms beneath the 
surface of Red Butte Creek. Get right up close to the water’s 
edge and you may see some of them. Remember, you’re 
visiting their home, so be sure to leave them where you find 
them. 

  
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) Following the 2010 oil spill cleanup, thousands of 

Bonneville cutthroat trout were released into Red Butte 
Creek. 

 
Inset photos 
MP.W1.G2 (upper horizontal)  BIO-WEST researchers studying Red Butte Creek  
 
MP.W1.G2 credit BIO-WEST, Inc.  
 
 
MP.W1.G3 (lower horizontal) Bonneville Cutthroat Trout 

adult 
 
MP.W1.G3 credit USDA Forest Service 
 
 
MP.W1.G4 (right, vertical) UDWR releasing Bonneville Cutthroat 

into Red Butte Creek  
 
 
MP.W1.G4 credit Eric Ray, KCPW FM 
   
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from upper left: Environmental 

consultants assess Red Butte Creek; releasing young 
Bonneville cutthroat trout into creek; mature Bonneville 
cutthroat. 
 

Lower sidebar heading Community Process 
 

Lower sidebar text (260 char) As the steward of Miller Preserve, the Salt Lake City 
Division of Parks and Public Lands manages this land with 
input from a broad spectrum of people who know and care 
about this land, from neighbors to ecological consultants. 
This process is ongoing—come take part!   
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Miller Preserve Wayside Panel #2 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Restoring Balance 

Return of the Natives 
 
Main text (805 char) Black locust is a beautiful tree—from its drooping, fragrant 

flowers to its delicate leaves. Yet it’s one of several species 
in this preserve targeted for removal. Why? Because black 
locust is both non-native and highly invasive. In other 
words, once it gets a roothold, it spreads fast.  

 
 When black locust spreads, it forms dense stands that 

squeeze out native plants, as well as the wildlife that depend 
on those plants for food and shelter. As non-native species 
spread through the preserve, native biological diversity 
plummets.  

 
Native birds and other wildlife in this preserve depend on 
the food and shelter from native plants like river birch, 
boxelder, elderberry, snowberry, and golden current. By 
removing exotic plants and restoring natives, we maintain 
the complex natural community that lives here.  
 
(note: I understand that the black locust will be removed 
soon, but I do not think that changes the relevance of this 
story—the black locust is a specific example of the ongoing 
management issue of dealing with invasive exotics. And it 
will address lingering resentments, responding to the 
complaint, “I can’t believe they removed those beautiful 
black locusts…”) 
 

Main photo MP.W2.G1 native hawthorn  
 
Photo credit Bryant Olsen 
 
Photo caption Native hawthorn offers late-winter 

and early-spring food for many 
birds. 

 
Upper sidebar sub-header Keep it Complex 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) A wild forest can seem chaotic and messy. Plants fill every 

layer of the forest, from soil to treetops. Uprooted trees lie 
across the creek. A tangle of shrubs lines the streambank, 
and native grasses and wildflowers lean over the water. For 
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wildlife, such “mess” is life-giving, creating a whole range 
of places to feed, rest, and nest.  

  
Read the Landscape header 
(2-part) Keeping Track 
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) How well do you know Miller Preserve? Which trees flower 

first in springtime? Which hold their leaves longest in 
autumn? Which songbirds do you see each day? Consider 
keeping a nature journal to track seasonal discoveries here. 
What’s new in the preserve today? 

  
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) You can help native wildlife and reduce your water bill by 

replacing your lawn with beautiful native plants. 
 
 
Inset photos 
MP.W2.G2 (upper horizontal)  bigtooth maple seeds 
 
MP.W2.G2 credit Tony Frates 
 
 
 
MP.W2.G3 (lower horizontal) native sweetvetch and Western 

tailed-blue butterfly  
 
 
MP.W2.G3 credit Tony Frates 
 
 
 
MP.W2.G4 (right, vertical) cedar waxwings eating juniper berries 

(crop to vertical) 
 
MP.W2.G4 credit Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption  Clockwise from upper left: bigtooth maple seeds, cedar 

waxwings eating juniper berries, western tailed-blue 
butterfly on native sweetvetch. 

 
Lower sidebar heading Life after Death 

 
Lower sidebar text (260 char)  Native plants provide habitat for wildlife at every stage of 

their life cycle, even after death. Standing dead trees are 
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critical for cavity-nesting animals like screech-owls and 
woodpeckers. Fallen logs shelter small animals and 
replenish the soil as they decay.  
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Miller Preserve Wayside #3 
 
Panel header (2-part)  Economic Boon 
  Building Bridges 
 
Main text (805 char) When Franklin Delano Roosevelt won the presidential 

election in 1932, the Great Depression was underway. 
Unemployment topped 20%, and unrest shook the country’s 
political, social, and economic foundations.  

 
Roosevelt created several large-scale initiatives to put 
Americans back to work. The largest of these, formed in 
1935, was the Works Progress Administration, or WPA.  
From 1935 to 1943, the WPA employed millions of 
Americans in public works projects, including construction 
of public buildings, roads, and bridges. 
 
The bridge you’re standing beside is one such project, built 
soon after Minnie Miller donated this land to Salt Lake City. 
As a result, city residents received not only a natural 
sanctuary to enjoy in perpetuity, but also enduring 
craftsmanship that provided employment during hard times. 
 
 

Main photo MP.W3.G1 beautiful detail of the bridge 
(the photo, right, is a 
departure from my usual 
guideline to not include a 
photo of what’s right in 
front of the reader, but it’s 
such a nice composition, 
and is likely not the same 
vista that the reader will have, that I think it’s good.) 

 
Photo credit Justin Johnson  
 

We could also overlay the original logo from the 
WPA on the main photo, if that looks good… 

 
 
Photo caption WPA bridge in Miller Preserve. 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header Continued Benefits  
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) The economic and social benefits of Miller Preserve didn’t 

end with the WPA. This public land increases the quality of 
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life for our community. Homes near beautiful, safe, open 
space areas increase in value. The preserve also performs 
countless services—filtering runoff, absorbing CO2, 
producing oxygen, buffering noise, and more.  

 
  
 
Read the Landscape header Quality Craftsmanship 
(2-part)  
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) Take time to savor the fine craftsmanship of the WPA 

rockwork in Miller Preserve. What makes it even more 
impressive is the fact that the men who built it were most 
likely not skilled rock masons when hired. WPA crew 
members were trained on-the-job.  

  
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) During its eight-year existence, the WPA provided paid jobs 

for some eight million unemployed men and women. 
 
Inset photos   
MP.W3.G2 (upper horizontal) Other WPA rockwork in preserve 
 
MP.W3.G2 credit BIO-WEST, Inc. 
 
 
 
MP.W3.G3 (lower horizontal) Springville Museum of Art, another 

WPA project in Utah 
 
MP.W3.G3 credit wayfinding.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
MP.W3.G4 (right, vertical) Miller Preserve beauty  
 
MP.W3.G4 credit none needed 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from upper left: WPA 

rockwork in Miller Preserve; access to 
natural beauty is one of the many 
intangible benefits of open space; 
Springville Museum of Art, built by the WPA in 1937. 
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Lower sidebar heading Beyond the Bridge 
 

Lower sidebar text (260 char) This stone bridge is just one example of the WPA legacy. 
Elsewhere in Miller Preserve, you’ll see more meticulous 
WPA rockwork. And this preserve is part of a vast network 
of public sites in Utah and across the nation where WPA 
projects have left an enduring legacy. 



Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve 
Interpretive and Orientation Panel text and graphic recommendations 

Green font: indicates a modification of template text (for Maja). 
Blue font: indicates graphics recommendation 
Red font: indicates a note to reviewers 
For consistency, I’ve spelled “Parley’s” with an apostrophe in every instance (Parley’s Historic 
Nature Preserve, Parley’s Creek, Parley’s Canyon), even though the USGS does not use 
apostrophes in place names (Parleys Creek, Parleys Canyon). I’ve come across city documents 
that spell the canyon and creek both with and without the apostrophe, so there’s no consistent in-
house rule being followed that I can see. Let me know if you’d like to remove the apostrophe 
from the creek and canyon names. 
 
Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve Kiosk A 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (PP.KA.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) Scores of migratory birds, native fish, artifacts from our 
city’s rich human history—these are just a few of the 
treasures of Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve. Created in 
1986 after a citizen-led effort to conserve open space here, 
this preserve is one of our city’s most ecologically diverse 
natural areas.  

 
Natural stream habitat within our city is rare and precious. 
As you explore this 88-acre preserve, look and listen for the 
many wild residents that call this urban oasis home.  

 
Main graphic PP.KA.P1.G1 white-crowned sparrow  

 
Credit Kevin L. Cole 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve is part of a network of 

open space areas stretching from our foothills to the Great 
Salt Lake. Our city’s open space lands include more than 
150 developed parks, the city cemetery, and many natural 
land sites, all managed by the Salt Lake City Division of 
Parks and Public Lands. Natural lands like this preserve 
conserve biodiversity and beauty, improve air and water 
quality, and safeguard critical parts of our cultural and 
natural heritage. 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Caring for Parley’s Creek 



 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) In this urban nature preserve, people depend on Parley’s 

Creek and its surrounding vegetation for beauty, shade, and 
recreation. And countless other members of this natural 
community—from dragonflies to great-horned owls—
depend on the rare habitat it provides. 

 
 This aquatic habitat doesn’t stay healthy on its own. Runoff 

from city streets and rooftops carries toxins that can pollute 
the creek. Streamside vegetation, which filters pollutants 
and shades the water, is easily trampled through constant 
use.   

  
 That’s why you’ll see ongoing work throughout the 

preserve to care for this precious waterway. Projects like 
restoring native vegetation and treating stormwater runoff 
help maintain and restore the creek’s beauty and life-giving 
functions. 

  
Inset photos  

PP.KA.P1.G2  denuded streambanks  
 
 
 
 
 

PP.KA.P1.G3 People replanting landscape along 
Parley’s Trail (this image, from the 
city, is probably too low res to use. 
Are there other reveg photos 
available, or any upcoming events 
that you could photograph?) 

 
PP.KA.P1.G4    belted kingfisher  

 
 Credit    Kevin L. Cole 
 
 
Photo collage caption The lush streamside forest below you is home to a diverse 

community of wildlife, including white-crowned sparrow 
(top) and belted kingfisher (right). Unmanaged stream 
access can leave streambanks bare and eroded (above left). 
Ongoing projects restore native vegetation in the preserve 
(lower left). 

 
Take Part sub-header  Pitch in for the Preserve 

 



Take Part text (260 char) Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve was created after four 
generous families donated land to Salt Lake City. You can 
help protect this legacy through the city’s Adopt-a-Spot 
program. Pull weeds, monitor wildlife, and more.  Learn 
how at slcparks.com, (801) 972-7800.  

 
Photo PP.KA.P1.G5 volunteers (crop to horizontal) 
 
Credit  none needed 

 
 
 
 
Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) Riparian (streamside) habitat covers only 0.4% of Utah’s 

total land area and just 1.2% of Salt Lake City. Yet, over 75 
percent of all Utah’s bird species depend on this habitat for 
food or nesting sites. 

 
 
  



Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve Kiosk B 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (PP.KB.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) Same as Kiosk A text. 
  
Main graphic PP.KB.P1.G1 California quail  

 
 
 
 

Credit:  Jessica Weinberg, Golden Gate National Parks 
Conservancy 

 
 

Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 
Open space network 

 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same as Kiosk A text. 

 
 

Sidebar #2 header   Walk on the Wild Side 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) In the section of Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve you’re 

now entering, dogs aren’t allowed. That gives wildlife a 
little more breathing room—especially the many animals 
that nest and forage on the ground. 

 
 This preserve is a magnet for wildlife because Parley’s 

Creek flows through it. The creek nurtures a whole range of 
native plants—from grasses and willows to towering 
cottonwoods. These plants give rise to the berries, nuts, 
seeds, and insects that feed bats, rabbits, voles, squirrels, 
toads, songbirds, and scores of other small animals. 

 
 These animals, in turn, feed predators like red fox, longtail 

weasel, great-horned owl, and Cooper’s hawk. Look and 
listen closely as you explore the preserve, and you may 
encounter some of the many animals that live on the wild 
side. 

 
Inset photos  

PP.KB.P1.G2  boxelder seeds  
 
 Credit    Tony Frates 
 



PP.KB.P1.G3    Woods’ rose  
 
Credit    Tony Frates 

 
 
 

PP.KB.P1.G4    screech owl (have requested from Tim 
Avery)  

Credit    Tim Avery 
 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: California quails live here in Parley’s 

Historic Nature Preserve, as do western screech owls; 
native vegetation in the preserve includes Woods’ rose and 
boxelder. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Backyards for Wildlife  

 
Take Part text (260 char) Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve is one small jewel of 

wildlife habitat in our city. You can create more habitat by 
replacing your lawn with native plants. Local sites like 
Hidden Hollow Preserve showcase native plantings. Learn 
more at slcparks.com, (801) 972-7800.  

 
Photo PP.KB.P1.G5  native flax in Hidden Hollow 

 
 
 
 
 

Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) More than 100 species of birds have been spotted here in 

Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve. Many of these, like the 
sharp-shinned hawk and northern flicker, live here year-
round. 

  



Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve Kiosk C 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (PP.KC.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) Same as Kiosk A text. 
  
Main graphic PP.KC.P1.G1 dam and run-off from a 

reservoir at the mouth 
of Parley's Canyon next 
to Suicide Rock, circa 
1910 (the historical 
images listed for this 
panel can be obtained 
from the Utah State 
Historical Society for 
$10/image) 
http://content.lib.utah.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/USHS
_Cityeng/id/30/rec/70 

 
Credit Used by permission, Utah State Historical Society, all 

rights reserved 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same as Kiosk A text. 
 
Sidebar #2 header   Working Waters 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Parley’s Creek is the largest of the four tributaries that flow 

through Salt Lake City from the Wasatch Range. Since the 
mid-1800s, people have harnessed the creek to supply 
water to farms, homes, and businesses.  

 
 Early on, a water commission governed the distribution of 

the creek via water shares. One of those shares flowed 
through a canal just a few hundred yards west of where you 
now stand. You can still see the beautiful sandstone 
archway from that early aqueduct.  

 
In 1891, the first reservoir on Parley’s Creek was built by 
Suicide Rock to create a steady drinking water supply for 
the rapidly growing city. Construction of the larger 
Mountain Dell Reservoir began several miles upstream in 
1914.  Parley’s Creek still provides part of the city’s 
drinking water. (I’d like to be more specific than this [give 



a more specific amount, like “about one-third” or “nearly 
half” or whatever it is, but I haven’t been able to get that 
info from Public Utilities) 

 
 

Inset photos  
PP.KC.P1.G2  Young-Little Mill on Parley’s 

Creek, which operated as 
flour, woolen, and cotton mill 
from 1852-circa 1900. 
http://content.lib.utah.edu/cdm
/ref/collection/USHS_Class/id/
14126  

 
Credit Used by permission, Utah State Historical Society, all 

rights reserved 
 
 

PP.KC.P1.G3 Mountain Dell Reservoir under 
construction, 1917. 
http://content.lib.utah.edu/cdm/sing
leitem/collection/USHS_Cityeng/id
/966/rec/35  

 
Credit Used by permission, Utah State 

Historical Society, all rights reserved 
 
 

PP.KC.P1.G4 men building water conduit in Parley’s 
Canyon, 1927 
http://content.lib.utah.edu/cdm/singleite
m/collection/USHS_Cityeng/id/754/rec/
16  

 
Credit Used by permission, Utah State 

Historical Society, all rights reserved 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from top: Old Parley’s Canyon Dam by Suicide 

Rock, circa 1910; laying a drinking water conduit in 
Parley’s Canyon, 1927; Mountain Dell Dam under 
construction, 1917; the Young-Little Mill, one of many 
mills built along Parley’s Creek. 

 
Take Part sub-header  Burn Carbs, Not Oil 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Build muscles and boost air quality by commuting to work 

on Salt Lake City's expanding network of bike paths, like 
Parley’s Trail. Pick up a copy of the city's Bikeways Map 



at local bike shops or the City/County Building. Or view it 
on-line at bikeslc.com. 

  
 

Photo PP.KC.P1.G5  Photo of biker on Parley’s Trail 
 
Credit Utah Stories Magazine 

 
 
 

Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve is named for Parley P. 

Pratt, who began building a road through the canyon in 
1848. Completed in 1850, the road soon became the main 
route into the Salt Lake Valley. 

 
  



Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve Wayside #1 
 
Panel header (2-part)  Island of Habitat 
  Restoring Community Health 
 
Main text (805 char) From this vista, Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve spreads 

before you—a mosaic of flowing water, riparian 
(streamside) forest, oak woodlands, grasslands, spring-fed 
wetlands, and sagebrush shrublands.  
 
In the wild, such natural communities are remarkably 
resilient. But this preserve is now a small island of natural 
habitat surrounded by urban development. The intensity of 
human-caused disturbances can easily overwhelm nature’s 
ability to restore itself.  
 
Ongoing projects in the preserve—like removing invasive 
plants, revegetating streambanks, and protecting 
ecologically sensitive areas from disturbance—help keep 
this island of habitat as healthy as possible.  
 
That’s critical for the countless natural community 
members—from butterflies to great-horned owls—that 
depend on this habitat for their survival.  

 
 

 
Main photo PP.W1.G1  natural communities map, 

PHNP (from Grassli Group 
report) (have asked for high-
res image) 

 
 
 
Photo credit pending receipt of image 
 
Photo caption Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve contains several distinct 

habitats, or natural communities. 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header Restoring Streambanks 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) Lush vegetation along Parley’s Creek doesn’t just look 

nice—it keeps the creek healthy. Native grasses, 
wildflowers, shrubs, and trees anchor streambank soil and 
protect it from pounding rains, preventing erosion. They 
absorb runoff, filter pollutants, and shade the water. That’s 
why restoring streambanks is a priority here. 

   



Read the Landscape header  
(2-part) Explore the Neighborhoods 
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) Just as our city has many distinct neighborhoods, this 

preserve contains distinct natural communities. Each has its 
own characteristics—soil type, slope, moisture, and so 
on—that affect the kinds of plants and animals that live 
there. Watch for changes in plant life as you explore. 

  
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) Of the 86 plant species biologists have identified in this 

preserve, 40 are not native to this region.  
 
Inset photos  
PP.W1.G2 (upper horizontal) butterfly on white rabbitbrush  
 
PP.W1.G2 credit Tony Frates 
 
 
PP.W1.G3 (lower horizontal)  longtail weasel 
 
PP.W1.G3 credit Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
 
 
PP.W1.G4 (right, vertical) western tanager in bigtooth maple  
 
PP.W1.G4 credit Scott Root, Utah Division of Wildlife 

Resources  
 
Photo collage caption Native wildlife and plants, clockwise 

from upper left: butterfly on white 
rabbitbrush; western tanager in bigtooth 
maple; longtail weasel with mouse. 

 
Lower sidebar heading Going Native 
 
Lower sidebar text (260 char) Many exotic plants now grow in this preserve. Some, like 

Siberian elm and English ivy, have thrived, displacing 
native plants. Native plants offer the best food and shelter 
for native wildlife. That’s why management here restores 
native plant diversity.  

  



Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve Wayside #2 
 
Panel header (2-part)  Layers of Life 

A Bird’s Eye View 
 
Main text (805 char) Every bird sees this riparian forest from a different 

perspective—there is no single “bird’s eye view.” The 
black-crowned night heron hunts by the water’s edge, and 
nests and roosts in nearby trees.   

 
 Orange-crowned warblers build nests of fine twigs and 

rootlets on or near the ground and hunt insects in 
streamside thickets. The western tanager gleans insects and 
fruits higher in the forest canopy. 

 
Red-tailed hawks nest high in the tallest trees. They soar 
overhead—the classic bird’s eye view—and scour the 
landscape for small mammals, snakes, and birds.  

 
 There’s plenty we don’t know about the countless wild 

animals that inhabit this streamside forest. We do know, 
though, that they depend on every layer of this forest—
from streambed to treetops.  

 
Main graphic PP.W2.G1 Maja, I’m imagining this panel like the 

JRP.K1 panel, with the diagram of a 
riparian forest and callout images of birds 
associated with each layer of the forest.  

 
Graphic credit MGB&A, The Grassli Group 
 
Graphic caption Birds and other wildlife rely on every layer of the riparian 

forest for food, cover, and nest sites. 
 
Inset photos 
PP.W2.G2 Black-crowned night-heron (callout from 

water’s edge)  
 
PP.W2.G2 credit Bryant Olsen 
 
Label Black-crowned night-heron 
 
PP.W2.G3 Orange-crowned warbler (callout from low 

streamside vegetation) 
 
PP.W2.G3 credit Bryant Olsen 
 
Label     Orange-crowned warbler 



 
PP.W2.G4 western tanager (callout from higher in 

canopy) 
 
PP.W2.G4 credit Scott Root, Utah Division of Wildlife 

Resources 
 
Label     Western tanager 
 
PP.W2.G5 Red-tailed hawk (callout from top 

of canopy) 
 
PP.W2.G5 credit Bryant Olsen 
 
Label     Red-tailed hawk 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header Wanted, Dead or Alive 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) The plants in this forest are important to wildlife at every 

stage of their life cycle, alive or dead. Cavity-nesting 
animals, like western screech owls, depend on standing 
dead trees. Fallen logs host all kinds of invertebrates, which 
many larger animals eat. As they decay, dead plants return 
nutrients to the soil and sustain new life. 

   
Read the Landscape header Up, Down, and Around 
(2-part)  
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) If you keep your eyes on the trail in front of you, you’re 

going to miss a lot. Look and listen for animals in every 
layer of this forest. Move quietly—you’ll hear and see 
more that way. Persistence and a pair of binoculars will 
help you spot your wild neighbors. 

  
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) Enjoy birding? You can contribute your bird sightings to 

eBird.org, an on-line citizen-science database.  
 
Lower sidebar heading The Up-side of Messiness 
 
Lower sidebar text (260 char) By a gardener’s standards, a healthy riparian area may 

seem chaotic. The “mess” of living, dying, and dead plants 
is essential to the health of this natural community. A 
landscape with diverse native vegetation layers offers far 
more wildlife habitat than a simple one. 

  



Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve Wayside #3 
 
Panel header (2-part)  Parley’s Creek 
  Lifeblood of the Valley 
 
Main text (805 char) If the Salt Lake Valley were an animal, Parley’s Creek 

would be one of its major blood vessels. The creek begins 
in the Wasatch Range. As it flows to the Jordan River, it 
gathers rainfall and snowmelt from more than 37,000 acres 
of land. 

 
 Like our city’s three other tributaries (City, Red Butte, and 

Emigration creeks), Parley’s Creek completes the last few 
miles of its journey to the Jordan River underground.   

 
Just below Hidden Hollow Preserve, the creek enters a 
conduit. It merges with the piped waters of Red Butte and 
Emigration creeks and empties into the Jordan River at 
1300 South.  

 
With more than half of the 14.1-mile length of Parley’s 
Creek channeled underground, the above-ground 
sections—which nurture a rich community of plants and 
animals—are more precious and important than ever. 
 

Main photo PP.W3.G1  map showing Parley’s Creek and all other SLC tributaries, 
from Bio-West Corridor Study. Need to add “You are 
Here” locator star. (Maja, we do not need to distinguish the 
“study area” of each creek, as appears on the Bio-West 
map. The streams should either be blue, to indicate surface 
flow, or red, to indicate underground conduit flow) 

 
 
Photo credit BIO-WEST, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo caption Parley’s Creek is one of four tributaries of the Jordan River 

within Salt Lake City. 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header Wildlife Corridor 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) In the wild, a creek and its riparian (streamside) plant 

community form a ribbon of habitat along the creek 
corridor. Development has fragmented habitat along 



Parley’s Creek, inhibiting the movements of many animals. 
That’s why it’s essential to conserve natural areas along 
this creek and connect them as much as possible. 

   
Read the Landscape header Ribbon of Green 
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.)    From this vantage point, you can see how Parley’s Creek 

creates a green corridor of lush plant life along its banks. 
The closer you get to the creek, the more diversity in both 
plants and wildlife you will see. See what new species you 
discover today. 

  
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) Four miles of upper Parley’s Creek is piped underground to 

accommodate Interstate 80 in Parley’s Canyon.  
Inset photos   
PP.W4.G2 (upper horizontal)  Mountain Dell Reservoir (if 

approved, this photo is $10, 
payable at 
http://protophoto.com/photograph
er.html?photographer=1 ) 

 
PP.W4.G2 credit Kevin Delaney 
 
PP.W4.G3 (lower horizontal) Red-necked phalaropes on Great 

Salt Lake 
 
PP.W4.G3 credit John Neill, Utah Division of 

Wildlife Resources 
 
PP.W4.G4 (right, vertical) Hidden Hollow 
 
PP.W4.G4 credit Alan Cressler 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from upper left: 

Mountain Dell Reservoir 
impounds upper Parley’s Creek; Hidden Hollow Preserve, 
downstream from here; red-necked phalaropes on the Great 
Salt Lake. 

  
Lower sidebar heading Part of a Bigger Story 
 
Lower sidebar text (260 char)  Parley’s Creek is critically important to wildlife in and of 

itself. Its importance is even greater as part of the Great 
Salt Lake ecosystem—one of the Western Hemisphere’s 
most significant resting, nesting, and staging habitats for 
migratory birds. 
  



Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve Wayside #4 
 
Panel header (2-part)  Finding a Balance 
  One Preserve, Many Values 
 
Main text (805 char) People love Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve. For some, 

it’s a place to watch wildlife and bask in natural beauty. For 
others, a place to let dogs run off-leash. A place to try new 
tricks on BMX bikes. A place to create art or just watch the 
creek flow by.  

 
And people are just one part of the community that depends 
on this preserve. Longtail weasel, tiger salamander, and 
Bonneville cutthroat trout all live here, to name a very few. 
More than 100 species of birds and dozens of different 
mammals, reptiles, and amphibians call this preserve home. 
Each has its own particular needs. 
 
Management here aims to balance these many different 
needs and perspectives. That’s no easy job. Because this 
preserve is a designated natural area, protecting native 
vegetation, water quality, and wildlife habitat is a top 
priority. 
 

Main photo PP.W4.G1 Artist’s easel in PHNP (pending city 
approval of Greg Newbold’s fee for use) 

 
PP.W4.G4 credit Greg Newbold (pending decision above) 
 
 
 
 
Photo caption The view from Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve inspired 

this painting by local artist Greg Newbold. 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header Good Fences, Good Neighbors  
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) Poet Robert Frost once wrote, “Good fences make good 

neighbors.” In this preserve, fencing allows different and 
potentially conflicting uses to occur at once. For instance, it 
creates areas of the creek corridor that are off-limits to 
dogs. That gives wild animals space to feed, nest, and rest 
undisturbed.  (need guidance on this—not sure if I’ve got 
the creek-fencing story right here) 

 
 
Read the Landscape header  
(2-part) Historic Uses 



 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) As you explore the preserve, look for evidence of its many 

past uses. Remnants of Dudler’s Inn and the Pleasant View 
Canal hark back to the era when Parley P. Pratt’s “Golden 
Pass Road” traversed this site, used by some 60,000 
immigrants as they entered the valley. 

  
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) You can take part in public discussions about the future of 

this preserve. Find out how at slcparks.com. 
 
Inset photos 
PP.W4.G2 (upper horizontal)  people recreating in the preserve 

(need this, in whatever composition 
you’d like)  

 
PP.W4.G2 credit TBD 
 

 
 
PP.W4.G3 (lower horizontal)  songbirds in water  
 
PP.W4.G3 credit Bryant Olsen 
 
 
 
PP.W4.G4 (right, vertical) nesting plumbeous vireo  
 
Photo credit Bryant Olsen 
 
Caption: TBD, once photos are decided 

upon. 
 
 
 
Lower sidebar heading A Heron’s Point of View 
 
Lower sidebar text (260 char) Why can’t people and dogs romp wherever they like in the 

creek? Try looking at it from a great blue heron’s point of 
view. If your life depends on stealthy hunting of fish and 
invertebrates, you need some quiet stretches of creek to get 
the job done.  



Parley’s Historic Nature Preserve Wayside #5 
 
Panel header (2-part)  Clean and Cool 
      Keeping the Dippers Dipping 
 
Main text (805 char) Have you been lucky enough to spy an American dipper in 

Parley’s Creek, ducking its head into the rushing current to 
nab insects from the streambed? To support dippers, a 
stream needs a healthy aquatic community, full of tasty 
invertebrates like mayfly, mosquito, and caddisfly larvae. 

 
 And what’s the key ingredient for a healthy aquatic 

community? Clean, cool, highly oxygenated water. Many 
factors impact water quality in Parley’s Creek. Road salt 
from Interstate 80. Polluted runoff from our city streets. 
Dog droppings and leaky septic systems.  

 
 Yet dippers, Bonneville cutthroat trout, great blue herons, 

and many other clean-water-loving wildlife species still 
grace these waters. That’s reason for great hope, and for 
action. Together, we can keep the dippers dipping in 
Parley’s Creek. 

 
  
Main photo PP.W5.G1 American dipper  
 
Photo credit Bryant Olsen 
 
Photo caption American dippers are North 

America’s only truly aquatic 
songbirds. 

 
Upper sidebar sub-header Water Quality 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) Here in the preserve, streamside vegetation shades the 

water. Cool water holds more oxygen than warm water, so 
keeping the creek cool is critical for aquatic animals. There 
are plenty of other key water quality indicators. You can 
help monitor them through the city’s Adopt-a-Spot 
program. Find out how at slcparks.com, (801) 972-7800. 

 
Read the Landscape header  
(2-part) Beneath the Surface 
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) Find a quiet spot at the creek access area. Get down to a 

dipper’s eye level, and see if you can spot some of the 
invertebrates (insects, snails, leeches, and more) that are the 
foundation of a healthy aquatic community. 



Did You Know sidebar (115 char) Flowing water is a very rare habitat in Utah. It occupies 
less than 0.1% of our state’s land area. 

 
Inset photos 
PP.W5.G2 (upper horizontal)  caddisfly larvae  
 
PP.W5.G2 credit www.abundantnature.com 
 
 
 
 
PP.W5.G3 (lower horizontal) Bonneville cutthroat trout being 

released into upper Parley’s Creek 
 
 
PP.W5.G3 credit James Sorenson, 

fishingreportutah.com 
 
PP.W5.G4 (right, vertical) healthy streamside vegetation  
 
PP.W5.G4 credit none needed 
 
Photo collage caption Clockwise from upper left: caddisfly 

larva; healthy streamside habitat; 
Bonneville cutthroat trout in Mountain 
Dell Reservoir, upper Parley’s Creek. 

 
 
 
 
Lower sidebar heading Native Cutthroat 
 
Lower sidebar text (260 char) Parley’s Creek is home to Bonneville cutthroat trout, 

Utah’s state fish and a state-designated special status 
species. Biologists are working hard to restore Bonneville 
cutthroat populations in our city’s tributaries. That’s why 
Parley’s Creek is off-limits to fishing. 
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Wasatch Hollow Open Space 
Interpretive and Orientation Panel text and graphic recommendations 

 
Green font: indicates a modification of template text (for Maja). 
Blue font: indicates graphics recommendation 
Red font: indicates a note to reviewers 
 
Wasatch Hollow Kiosk A 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (WH.KA.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Wasatch Hollow Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) Not long ago, this land faced an uncertain future. 
Development seemed imminent for a core portion of the 
property. Instead, local citizens worked with city and 
county open space programs and Utah Open Lands to 
permanently protect this 11-acre site. In 2009, their hard 
work created Wasatch Hollow Preserve. 
 
As you explore this natural area, you’ll be following the 
course of Emigration Creek. Listen and watch for the 
animals and plants that depend on this creek. 
 

 
Main graphic WH.KA.P1.G1 Dedicating the Wasatch Hollow 

Open Space area  
 
 
Credit     city photo, no credit needed 
 
 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Wasatch Hollow Preserve is a designated nature preserve. 

Our city’s natural lands conserve biodiversity and beauty, 
support healthy air and water quality, and safeguard critical 
parts of our cultural and natural heritage. They are part of a 
network of open space areas stretching from our foothills to 
the Great Salt Lake. This network includes more than 2,200 
acres of natural lands, developed parks, and the city 
cemetery, all managed by the Salt Lake City Parks and 
Public Lands Program. 
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Sidebar #2 header   Making Change Happen   
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) How many community members does it take to make 

change happen? In the case of Wasatch Hollow Preserve, a 
lot. What is involved? 

 Acquisition. Open space bond funds are used to 
purchase natural lands. 

 Planning. How should we use and care for this land? 
Public meetings and site studies help clarify goals. 

 Site work. Whether removing exotic plants or restoring 
stream contours, caring for this land takes time and 
resources.  

 Keeping tabs. Utah Open Lands and Salt Lake County 
monitor the preserve’s conservation easements, which 
identify allowed and prohibited uses. Resource 
managers and Parks and Public Lands managers 
monitor how management strategies are working.  

 Adaptive management. What’s working and what’s 
not? Planners study monitoring data and adjust plans 
accordingly.  

 
WH.KA.P1.G2 Bio-west team analyzing area  
 
 
Credit     BIO-WEST, Inc. 
 
 
 
WH.KA.P1.G3 cleaning up Wasatch Hollow  
   
 
Credit     Arthur Morris 
 
 
 
 
WH.KA.P1.G4 Community members erecting owl box 
 
 
 
Credit     Arthur Morris 
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Photo collage caption Community members celebrate the creation of Wasatch 
Hollow Preserve in 2009 (top). Caring for this natural area 
takes on-going commitment and planning: Environmental 
consultants assess site conditions (upper left), volunteers 
pick up trash (lower left) and erect screech-owl nest boxes 
(right).  

 
Take Part sub-header  Become a Citizen Scientist 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Help collect data that contributes to on-going scientific 

studies in Wasatch Hollow. Through the city volunteer 
programs, you can get involved and learn how to monitor 
water quality, tally bird sightings, and more. Find out how 
at slcparks.com or (801) 972-7800.  

 
Photo WH.KA.P1.G5 photo of person looking at birds 

with binos  
 

Credit     none needed, city photo 
 
Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) Salt Lake City and Salt Lake County Open Space Program 

funds secured a key, central parcel in Wasatch Hollow 
Preserve that was slated for development. Local citizens 
donated the north and south meadow areas.  
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Wasatch Hollow Kiosk B 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (WH.KB.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Wasatch Hollow Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) Same as Kiosk A. 
 
Main graphic WH.KB.P1.G1 Painting by William 

Henry Jackson, The Salt 
Lake Valley, undated, 
courtesy National Park 
Service (showing 
pioneers heading down 
Emigration Creek) 

  
 
 
Credit:    courtesy National Park Service 
 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open Space Network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same as Kiosk A.  
 
Sidebar #2 header   Historic Emigration Creek 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) In Wasatch Hollow Preserve, you’re surrounded by the 

beauty of this natural landscape. What may be less obvious 
is its historical richness—the many ways this land has 
shaped, and been shaped by, human experience.  

 
 For thousands of years, waterways like Emigration Creek 

sustained the native people who lived here. In 1846, the 
Donner Party passed through Emigration Canyon on their 
way to California. The following year, the first Mormon 
pioneers followed their route into the Salt Lake Valley. 
They traveled along the south side of this drainage before 
camping two miles downstream.  
 
Since then, Wasatch Hollow has been the site of a historic 
canal and has provided drinking water to the Utah State 
Penitentiary (now Sugarhouse Park).   
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Inset photos  
WH.KB.P1.G2 map of pioneer 

trails and 
campsites in Salt 
Lake Valley, 
with “You are 
Here” star 
added. 
www.lds.org/ens
ign/1997/07/on-
the-trail-in-
july?lang=eng  

 
Credit pending permission from LDS church. (Maja, go ahead and 

place this image. It could take a while to get permission) 
 
WH.KB.P1.G3 historic photo of Wasatch 

Hollow, circa 1930s (cropped 
to horizontal) 

  
WH.KB.P1.G3 credit  courtesy Anne Cannon 
 
 
 
 
WH.KB.P1.G4 Wasatch Hollow,  

Late 1930s  
 
WH.KB.P1.G4 credit  courtesy Anne Cannon 
   
 
 
 
Photo collage caption The undated work by American painter William Henry 

Jackson (top) depicts Mormon settlers entering the Salt 
Lake Valley through Emigration Canyon. The map, right, 
shows their 1847 route. Historic photos show members of 
the Cannon family on the west side of Wasatch Hollow 
during the 1930s, taken from Kensington Avenue. 

 
 

Take Part sub-header  Pitch in for the Preserve 
 

Take Part text (260 char) Have fun and make a difference! Through the city’s Adopt-
a-Spot program, you can help keep Wasatch Hollow 
Preserve beautiful and healthy. Pull non-native weeds, 

You are here 
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plant native vegetation, and more. Learn about these 
activities at slcparks.com or (801) 972-7800. 

 
Photo WH.KB.P1.G5 planting acorns in WH.  

 
Credit     Arthur Morris 
 
 
 
Did You Know sidebar   
Text (208 char) The Emigration Canyon Watershed has been designated a 

National Historic Place, because of its role as the route 
used by Mormon pioneers who first entered the Salt Lake 
Valley in 1847. 
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Wasatch Hollow Kiosk C 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (WH.KC.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Wasatch Hollow Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) Same as Kiosk A  
  
Main graphic WH.KC.P1.G1 beauty photo of 

Emigration Creek in 
Wasatch Hollow  

 
 
 

 
 

Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 
Open Space Network 

 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same as Kiosk A 
 
Sidebar #2 header   Keeping it Wild 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) Here in Wasatch Hollow Preserve, you can walk on the 

wild side. Unlike a manicured park, this preserve is a place 
for native plants, wildlife, and natural processes to flourish. 

 
 If it’s a natural area, it can take care of itself, right? No it 

cannot. Human activities affect this preserve’s natural 
functions and values. In the past, wetlands have been filled, 
springs covered over, and Emigration Creek rerouted. 
Urban runoff and non-native plants upset natural balances. 

 
 Sometimes restoring natural functions takes a big effort—

like removing truckloads of fill to bring back wetlands. 
Other times, it’s a matter of pulling invasive weeds to give 
native plants room to grow. With careful management, 
Wasatch Hollow remains a refuge of wildness within our 
city. 

 
WH.KC.P1.G2 Broad-tailed hummingbird 
 
Credit     Kati Fleming 
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WH.KC.P1.G3 Western screech-owl  
 
 
 
Credit  Bryant Olsen  
 
 
WH.KC.P1.G4 Kids studying aquatic 

invertebrate at Wasatch Hollow
  

 
 
 
Credit     courtesy Arthur Morris 
 
 
Photo collage caption Emigration Creek (top) is the lifeblood of Wasatch Hollow 

Preserve. From tiny broad-tailed hummingbirds to screech- 
owls (above left), wildlife find an oasis here. Look 
closely—there’s so much to discover (right). 

 
 

Take Part sub-header  Create Backyard Habitat 
 

Take Part text (260 char) You can help improve wildlife habitat and reduce your 
water bill by replacing lawn with beautiful, low-
maintenance native plants. A nearby Open Space site, 
Hidden Hollow Preserve, showcases native plantings. 
Learn more at slcparks.com or (801) 972-7800.  

 
Photo WH.KC.P1.G5  native plants at Hidden Hollow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) Riparian (streamside) habitat covers only 0.4% of Utah’s 

total land area and just 1.2% of Salt Lake City. Yet, over 75 
percent of all Utah’s bird species depend on this habitat for 
food or nesting sites. 
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Wasatch Hollow Kiosk D 
Welcome Interpretive Panel (WH.KD.P1) 
 
Header (2-part)   Welcome to  

Wasatch Hollow Preserve 
 

Main text (455 char) Same as Kiosk Welcome Panel A 
  
Main graphic WH.KD.P1.G1 Annotated historic photo 

taken from Kensington 
Avenue looking northeast, 
late 1920s. (Ann Cannon’s 
collection)  

 
Credit courtesy Anne Cannon 

 
Sidebar #1 header (2-pt)  Salt Lake City’s 

Open space network 
 
Sidebar #1 text (470 char) Same as Kiosk Welcome Panel A 
 
Sidebar #2 header   Landscape of Change 
 
Sidebar #2 text (750 char) In the 1930s, Wasatch Hollow (left) was far different than 

the landscape you see today. What has changed?  Long-
time resident Anne Cannon recalls some of the sights and 
sounds of those days: 

 Clear springs flowing through watercress 
 The frog pond 
 Sego lilies, flax, and lady slippers 
 Stinging nettle and poison ivy 
 The mine tunnels 
 Horny toads and lizards  
 The clear sound of the creek 
 A gully fire every year or two 
 The cherry orchard 
 The sleigh-riding hill 
 Birdsongs and silence 
 Sheep with their bells 

 
Look carefully as you explore Wasatch Hollow, and you 
may see old fruit trees growing among box elder and 
cottonwood—signs of a changing landscape. What other 
changes do you notice here day to day, season to season? 
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Inset photos  
WH.KD.P1.G2  Wasatch Hollow 

during a flood  
 
 
 Credit    Anne Cannon 
 

WH.KD.P1.G3 Frosted oak leaf  
 
Credit Anne Cannon 

 
 
 
 
 

WH.KD.P1.G4  English ivy along 
Emigration Creek 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo collage caption This landscape changes day by day. Top, Wasatch Hollow 

circa 1925, as seen from where you now stand, looking 
northeast. Right, English ivy covers the creek banks, 
remnant from a past garden. Each day brings new beauty 
(above left). 

 
Take Part sub-header  Pitch in for the Preserve 

 
Take Part text (260 char) Have fun and make a difference! Join the on-going process 

of caring for Wasatch Hollow Preserve. Through the city’s 
Adopt-a-Spot program, you can pull weeds, restore native 
vegetation, collect trash, and more. Learn more at 
slcparks.com or (801) 972-7800. 

 
Photo WH.KD.P1.G5  Child collecting trash in WH  

 
 

Credit     Arthur Morris 
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Did You Know sidebar  
Text (208 char) In the early 1900s, water from Hodgson’s Spring in 

Wasatch Hollow was piped over to the Utah State 
Penitentiary (where Sugarhouse Park is today). It provided 
clean drinking water to the prison until the 1950s. 
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Wasatch Hollow Wayside Panel 1 (WH.W1) 
 
Panel header (2-part)  Historic Efforts 
      Managing Water in the Hollow 
 
Main text (805 char) In this arid landscape, water is limited and precious. Early 

settlers worked hard to manage the valley’s waterways, 
including Emigration Creek, and channel them to meet 
their needs. 

 
Soon after pioneers arrived in the Salt Lake Valley in 1847, 
they began to build a temple near another creek, now called 
City Creek. Moving massive blocks of granite from Little 
Cottonwood Canyon to the temple site was slow and 
difficult—a four-day journey by ox-drawn wagon.  

 
In 1855, work began on the Big Cottonwood Canal, so 
granite could be delivered by boat. The twenty-foot-wide 
canal crossed Emigration Creek right here in Wasatch 
Hollow, at the site of the nearby detention dam  
 
Though nearly complete in 1862, porous soils along parts 
of the canal failed to hold water and the immense project 
was abandoned.  
 
 

Main photo WH.W1.G1 Men quarrying granite for temple   
 
Photo credit none needed (public domain) 
 
 
Photo caption Men quarry granite from Little 

Cottonwood Canyon for the Mormon temple in Salt Lake 
City. 

 
Upper sidebar sub-header Fording the Creek 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) Building the Big Cottonwood Canal over the rolling terrain 

of the Salt Lake Valley presented big challenges. To 
traverse Wasatch Hollow, the canal angled upstream into 
the ravine along the south bank. After crossing over the 
creek, it angled back downstream on the north bank, 
forming a “V” shape near the present-day detention dam. 
  

Read the Landscape header 
(2-part) Read the Landscape 
  Nature Meets Culture  
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Read the Landscape text (270 c.) Though this meadow is surrounded and affected by urban 

development, it remains a haven of wildness. The grassland 
habitat here attracts such birds as common nighthawks and 
song sparrows. Watch for birds of prey, like kestrels and 
red-tailed hawks, hunting overhead. 

  
 
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) The Jordan and Salt Lake City Canal was built soon after 

the unsuccessful Big Cottonwood Canal and remains in use 
today. 

 
Inset photos 
WH.W1.G2 (upper horizontal) Historic photo of temple under 

construction, with oxen.  
 
WH.W1.G2 credit open source 
 
 
 
 
 
  
WH.W1.G3 (lower horizontal)  Emigration Creek flooding  
 
WH.W1.G3 credit courtesy Anne Cannon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WH.W1.G4 (right, vertical) map showing Big Cottonwood 

Canal  
 
WH.W1.G4 credit  courtesy Anne Cannon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption Clockwise from upper left: Building the Salt Lake City 

Mormon temple, circa 1870s; map of Big Cottonwood 
Canal; Emigration Creek flooding Wasatch Hollow, 1975. 

  
Lower sidebar heading What’s that Dam? 
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Lower sidebar text (260 char) Heavy rains or snowmelt can turn Emigration Creek into a 

torrent. Urban runoff from roads, parking lots, and roofs 
adds to the creek’s flow. Salt Lake County built Wasatch 
Hollow’s detention dam in the 1990s to control the release 
of water downstream.  
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Wasatch Hollow Wayside Panel 2 (WH.W2) 
 
Panel header (2-part)    Wild and Changing 
      Dynamic Streamside Community 
 
Main text (805 char) Over time, a healthy stream changes and moves, rises and 

recedes. After heavy rains or snowmelt, it overtops its 
banks and spills into the surrounding landscape. Low-lying 
land along the stream corridor soaks up these rising waters 
like a sponge. This buffers the force of flooding and 
replenishes soil along the stream bank. 

 
 Healthy streamside (riparian) habitat often includes wet 

areas fed by high water levels and natural springs. Lush 
riparian vegetation supports abundant wildlife and filters 
sediments from runoff before it reaches the creek. It also 
shades the stream, keeping it cool and well oxygenated—
just right for the organisms that live in it. 

 
 Development along Emigration Creek has greatly changed 

natural stream dynamics. Management in Wasatch Hollow 
aims to restore riparian habitat.   

  
Main photo WH.W2.G1 Biowest biologists doing site 

assessment for wetland 
restoration 

 
Photo credit BIO-WEST, Inc. 
 
 
Photo caption Environmental consultants study Wasatch Hollow to 

determine how best to restore natural floodplain wetlands. 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header Hodgson’s Spring 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) Within this preserve lies Hodgson’s Spring. In the early 

1900s, water was piped from this spring to the Utah State 
Penitentiary (now Sugar House Park), providing the 
prison’s drinking water until it closed in 1951. The spring 
was later covered with fill for housing. By uncovering the 
spring, managers restore important wetland habitat.   

Read the Landscape header 
(2-part) Read the Landscape 
.  Streamside Plants 
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) Healthy vegetation along the banks of Emigration Creek 

protects the stream and the wildlife within it. With so many 
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people visiting Wasatch Hollow each day, this vegetation 
can easily be trampled and worn away. By staying on trails, 
you help keep Emigration Creek healthy.   

 
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) Water from Emigration Creek flows into the Great Salt 

Lake, one of North America’s most important landscapes 
for migratory birds. 

 
Inset photos 
WH.W2.G2 (upper horizontal) trampled edge (to show 

problem of no streamside 
veg) 

  
WH.W2.G2 credit none needed 
 
 
 
  
WH.W2.G3 (lower horizontal) vegetated streambank  
 
 
 
WH.W2.G3 credit BIO-WEST, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
WH.W2.G4 (right, vertical) historical photo of Utah State 

Penitentiary  
 
WH.W2.G4 credit  courtesy Anne Cannon 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption Clockwise from upper left: Streambank along Emigration 

Creek denuded by heavy foot traffic; historic Utah State 
Penitentiary; vegetated streambank.  

 
Lower sidebar heading A Winding Path 
 
Lower sidebar text (260 char) A healthy stream is seldom straight. Flowing water tends to 

carve a meandering course. These curves create pools and 
shallows for wildlife. People have altered Emigration 
Creek’s path over time. Preserve management aims to 
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restore natural stream contours and remove fill that created 
very steep banks. 
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Wasatch Hollow Wayside Panel 3 (WH.W3) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Ribbon of Life   
      Anatomy of Emigration Creek  
 
 
Main text (805 char) Emigration Creek flows 14 miles from its source in  

Killyon Canyon and Burr Fork to its juncture with the 
Jordan River. On its way, it gathers rainfall and snowmelt 
from 18 square miles of land. 

 
 Like our city’s three other tributaries (City Creek, Red 

Butte Creek, and Parley’s Creek), Emigration Creek 
completes the last few miles of its journey to the Jordan 
River underground.   

 
About a mile downstream from here, the creek enters a 
conduit, and then merges with the piped waters of Red 
Butte Creek. Together, they surface briefly at Liberty Lake, 
only to return underground and join the Jordan River at 
1300 South.  

 
With portions of the creek channeled underground, the 
above-ground sections—where the creek nurtures a whole 
community of plants and animals—are more precious and 
important than ever.  

  
  
Main photo WH.W3.G1 map showing Emigration Creek and all other SLC 

tributaries, from Bio-West Corridor Study. Need to add 
“You are Here” locator star.  

 
Photo credit BIO-WEST, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo caption Emigration Creek is one of four tributaries of the Jordan 

River in Salt Lake City. 
 
Upper sidebar sub-header Drawn to Water 
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Upper sidebar text (335 char) Both people and wildlife are drawn to the life-giving waters 
of Emigration Creek. Elk, cougar, bighorn sheep, moose, 
and black bear live in the upper portions of the watershed. 
Bonneville cutthroat trout, deer, fox, scores of bird species, 
and much more live here in Wasatch Hollow. What animals 
do you see and hear now? 

   
Read the Landscape header 
(2-part) Read the Landscape 
  Beneath the Surface 
    
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) What lies beneath the surface of Emigration Creek? A 

healthy stream is home to many aquatic organisms—snails, 
insects, and more—that sustain larger animals like fish and 
birds. Look closely. What animals can you see on or below 
the water’s surface? 

  
 
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) Flowing surface-water habitat is very rare in Utah. It 

occupies less than 0.1% of our state’s land area.  
 
Inset photos Close up of caddis fly larvae  
WH.W3.G2 (upper horizontal) 
  
WH.W3.G2 credit www.abundantnature.com 
 
  
 
 
WH.W3.G3 (lower horizontal) Bonneville cutthroat  
 
WH.W3.G3 credit USDA Forest Service 
 
 
WH.W3.G4 (right, vertical) photo of Liberty Lake (crop to 

vertical) 
 
WH.W3.G4 credit  Tony Frates 
 
 
 
Caption Clockwise from upper left: Caddisfly larvae, Bonneville 

cutthroat trout, Liberty Lake.  
  
Lower sidebar heading Fish of Emigration Creek 
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Lower sidebar text (260 char) Rainbow trout live in the Wasatch Hollow section of 
Emigration Creek, and Bonneville cutthroat trout have been 
seen just upstream. What do trout need to survive? Clear, 
cool, highly oxygenated water. Find out how you can help 
keep this creek clean at slcparks.com. 

 
Wasatch Hollow Wayside Panel 4 (WH.W4) 
 
Panel header (2-part)   Layers of Life 
      From Soil to Canopy  
 
Main text (805 char) You’ve entered the riparian (streamside) community of 

Wasatch Hollow Preserve. Cottonwoods, box elders, and 
peach-leaf willows stretch high overhead. Smaller trees and 
shrubs, like coyote willow and dogwood, occupy the 
understory. Herbs and grasses, from Oregon grape to 
poison ivy, grow near the ground. 

 
Every layer of this plant community is critical habitat for 
wildlife. Warblers pluck insects from leaves in the tree 
canopy. Mule deer browse shrubs and herbs. Cedar 
waxwings glean fruits from shrubs, and spotted towhees 
scratch for insects among fallen leaves.  

 
Most animals meet different needs in different vegetation 
layers. A red squirrel, for instance, nests high in a tree 
cavity. It explores the understory for nuts, fruits, buds, and 
seeds, and hunts for fungi on the ground. 
 
  

Main photo WH.W4.G1 riparian habitat along 
Emigration Creek 

 
Photo credit    none needed 
 
Photo caption Each vegetation layer—filled 

with plants of different 
species, ages, and 
characteristics—provides 
habitat for wildlife.  

 
Upper sidebar sub-header Life after Death 
 
Upper sidebar text (335 char) Plants offer habitat to wildlife 

at every stage of their life cycle, even after they’ve died. 
Cavity-nesting animals, like woodpeckers and red squirrels, 
depend on standing dead trees. Fallen logs attract spiders 

canopy 

understory 

shrubs 

Ground covers 
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and insects, which many larger animals eat. As they decay, 
these dead plants return nutrients to the soil that will sustain 
new life.  

Read the Landscape header 
(2-part) Read the Landscape 
  Birds at every level  
 
Read the Landscape text (270 c.) As you explore this preserve, watch and listen for birds 

from soil to canopy. Bring binoculars and a notepad and 
record your sightings. You can contribute them to eBird, 
one of the world’s largest citizen-science databases. Learn 
how at www.ebird.org. 

 
Did You Know sidebar (115 char) Many birds of prey—like great horned owls, kestrels, and 

sharp-shinned hawks—frequent Wasatch Hollow Preserve. 
 
Inset photos 
WH.W4.G2 (upper horizontal) red squirrel  
  
WH.W4.G2 credit public domain 
 
  
 
 
 
WH.W4.G3 (lower horizontal) mule deer fawn  
 
WH.W4.G3 credit Utah Division of Wildlife 

Resources 
 
 
 
WH.W4.G4 (right, vertical) great horned owl 
 
WH.W4.G4 credit  Kevin Cole 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption Clockwise from upper left: Red 

squirrel; great horned owl; mule deer fawn. 
  
Lower sidebar heading In Praise of Messiness  
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Lower sidebar text (260 char) By a gardener’s standards, a healthy riparian area may 
seem chaotic. The “mess” of living, dying, and dead plants 
is essential to the health of this natural community. A 
landscape with diverse native vegetation layers offers far 
more wildlife habitat than a simple or “tidy” one.   
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Salt Lake City Open Space Interpretive Signage Plan 
 

Below, you’ll find descriptions of the specific interpretive storylines proposed for the kiosk welcome 
panels and wayside interpretive panels, as well as why-comply messages for the orientation/rules panels. 
For sites with multiple entryway kiosks and/or waysides, the panels are numbered to correspond with 
maps in the “Panel placement SLC open space” document (except Hidden Hollow, since panel placement 
is pending conversation between Ty Harrison and Mark Vlasic). 
 
Bonneville Shoreline Preserve 
1 orientation panel; 2 interpretive panels (1 welcome, 1 wayside) 

 Orientation panel (1) 
 Why-comply message: How unleashed dogs can spread weed seeds.  
 Special rules for this site (other than ones listed on template orientation panel): none 

 Welcome interpretive panel (1) 
o How the BSP preserves a geo-antiquity—the ancient lakeshore terrace of Lake 

Bonneville 
 Bring the history of Lake Bonneville to life 

o BSP as gateway to BST 
o Did-you-know message: BSP is home to rare bitroot Prickly Pear cactus 
o Take-Part: Invasive plants are a big issue in the BSP (and other open space sites). 

Join in invasive plant removal projects 

 Wayside interpretive panel (1) 
o Remarkable ecology of the Great Salt Lake ecosystem  

 terminal lake and salt water ecology 
 gathering place for migratory birds—part of Western Hemisphere 

Shorebird Reserve Network 
 
 
 
Bonneville Shoreline Trail 

11 orientation panels; no interpretive panels at this time 
 Orientation Panels (11) 

Why-comply messages: how off-leash dogs spread invasive seeds; why stay on trail (soil 
compaction and erosion, habitat loss); why no smoking; why pick up dog droppings; 
wildlife viewing ethics; how to share the trail appropriately; how off-leash dogs can 
disturb wildlife.  
Special rules for this site (other than ones listed on template panel): none 

 
 
 
Ensign Peak  
1 orientation panel, no additional interpretive panels at this time 

 Orientation panel (1):  
Why-comply message: why stay on trails. 
Special rules for this site (other than ones listed on template panel): none 
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Hidden Hollow Natural Area 
3 entryway kiosks (We intend to modify the current two-panel entryway kiosks into a single, 
smaller-scale panel that combines elements of welcome and orientation panels, only small site 
map needed), 10 interpretive panels (all waysides) 
 

 Entryway orientation/welcome panels (3) 
Welcome message: How Hidden Hollow came to be through efforts of local children and 
collaboration with city, etc. How it is a sanctuary of natural beauty within the city. 
Why-comply messages: how dog droppings impact water quality; how unleashed dogs 
disturb wildlife; why no fishing 
Special rules for this site (other than ones listed on template panel): no fishing 

 
 Wayside panels (10) 

1. Parley’s Creek.  
a. Water is life--Parley's Creek forms the heart of this park, its lifeblood.  
b. Where Parley's Creek comes from and where it goes. What lives in it. 
c. Who was Parley?     

 
2. Riparian Forest Community 

a. Riparian habitat surrounds the creek, sustains a phenomenal array of wildlife 
and plants. 

b. Hidden Hollow is part of a network of open spaces along Parley's Creek 
(Parley’s Historic Nature Park, Country Club Golf Course, Sugarhouse Park, 
Hidden Hollow, Liberty Park). Like beads on a necklace, these open spaces 
preserve habitat for wildlife. 

c. The native trees include Fremont Cottonwood and Box Elder.  Native shrubs 
have been planted along the north side of the Creek and along the north trail to 
increase habitat for birds and wildlife.  They include Black Hawthorn 
(Crataegus douglasii), Choke Cherry (Prunus virginiana var. melanocarpa), 
Red Osier Dogwood (Cornus sericea), and can grow in the partial shade of the 
taller trees. 
 

3. Bigtooth Maple Demonstration Naturescape.    
a. Native bigtooth maple trees and common shrubs, typical of the lower Wasatch 

Canyons, planted on both sides of Parleys Creek to create habitat for wildlife.  
These “Naturescapes” were created as demonstration landscaping models for 
residents to use in their urban yards (include this brief message on all 
naturescape panels).    

b. The common native shrubs found under Bigtooth Maple trees include Service 
Berry (Amelanchier alnifolia), Blue Elder Berry (Sambucus caerulea) and 
Creeping Oregon Grape (Mahonia repens). 
 

4. Gambel Oak Demonstration Naturescape 
a. This model landscape planting design added to/built upon the oaks and native 

shrubs originally found here on the bank of Parley’s Creek (Western 
Chokecherry, Golden Currant, Wood’s Rose, and Creeping Oregon Grape).   

b. This naturescape is a good spot to  point out how native species are adapted to 
growing in the shade of each other (ie multistory community), providing food 
and shelter for diverse wildlife species. 
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5. Pinyon/juniper Demonstration Naturescape  
a. Drought-tolerant native evergreen trees and shrubs typically found in the 

Great Basin have been planted around the small amphitheater area.  Trees 
include the Utah Juniper (Juniperus osteosperma) and Two-needle Pinyon 
Pine (Pinus edulis).  Shrubs include Big Sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata var. 
tridentata), Rubber Rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus), Fragrant Sumac 
(Rhus aromatica var. trilobata)  

b. Xeriscaping in SLC 
 

6. Wasatch Foothill  Demonstration Naturescape   
a. Native trees and shrubs with both wildlife and landscaping value are planted 

on both sides of the Hidden Hollow south walkway.  Netleaf Hackberry 
(Celtis reticulata) and Rocky Mountain Juniper (Juniperus scopulorum) are 
found in the Watatch Foothills together with the Dwarf Smooth Sumac (Rhus 
glabra var. cismontana) whose leaves turns scarlet in the fall.   
 

7. Cycles of life and death 
a. The importance of an unmanicured, multi-aged community, with dead wood; 

old and decaying trees;  mature, reproducing plants; saplings/shoots; seeds; 
humus. 

b. How  dead trees are essential, providing habitat for insects, nesting cavities for 
birds, recycling of mineral nutrients  

 
8. Building the Sugarhouse community (early businesses and leaders) 

 
9. Early history of Hidden Hollow 

  a. Utah Railroad passed along north bank 
  b. Hygeia Ice--where the hotel on the north bank is now 
  c. Park and swimming pool 
 

10. KOPE and the restoration and preservation of Hidden Hollow 
 
 
 
H-Rock 
2 orientation panels, 2 interpretive panels (2welcome kiosk panel) 

 Orientation panels (2) 
 Why-comply messages: Why stay on trails, how off-leash dogs spread invasive seeds. 
Special rules for this site (other than ones listed on template panel): none 
 

 Welcome interpretive panels (2) 
A. North entrance: 

a. H-Rock is everybody’s land. City-owned land, protected by conservation 
easement 

i. What is a conservation easement?  City owns the land, but the 
conservation easement ensures that it will remain open space, rather 
than being converted to other uses. 

ii. Need to obtain a special permit for using public land for 
activities/gatherings. Provide contact information. 
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b. Take part: Volunteer to help monitor easement at your favorite open space 
site. 
 

B. Southwest entrance 
a. Bonneville Shoreline: This trail follows the upper Lake Bonneville Shoreline.  

A number of native bunchgrasses and spring wildflowers can be found in 
rocky areas along the trail (Ty Harrison to provide details). 

b. Take part: Volunteer for trail and watershed maintenance here or at any SLC 
open space site (Service in the City) 

 
 
 
Jordan River Parkway 
15 orientation panels, 17 interpretive panels (15 welcome kiosk panels and 2 waysides).  

 Orientation panels (15) 
Why-comply messages: how dog droppings impact river and human health; how 
unleashed dogs disturb wildlife and spread invasives; why smoking’s not allowed; 
wildlife viewing ethics; why dispose of garbage correctly (issue of garbage in the river); 
why stay on designated trails (habitat); best practices along the Jordan River. 

Special rules for this site (other than ones listed on template panel): none 
 

 Welcome panels (15) 
1. 1800 North (Trailside)  

a. Wetlands restoration and mitigation related to sports fields development. 
Importance of Jordan River riparian and wetland habitat for migratory neo-
tropical songbirds. 

b. Take Part: Bird monitoring along the Jordan River—Tracy Aviary. 
 

2. 1000 North—east bank boat ramp area 
a. Wildlife along the river and changes in those populations over time as river has 

changed from human activities.  
b. Take Part: Volunteer in habitat restoration projects along river. Perhaps connect 

with Day Riverside Library.  
 

3. 700 N. (Bachman Elementary school and Riverside park).   
a. Native Americans along the Jordan River. Who they were, how they lived. Plants 

they used (like dogbane and willow) that can be seen in this area. 
b. Take part: Visit the Natural History Museum of Utah to learn more about Native 

Americans in Utah. 
 

4. Cottonwood Park 
a. Jordan River is a key part of closed system (watershed ends in terminal lake). 

Everything that flows through it remains within the system (except water, which 
evaporates). So it’s especially important to maintain water quality. 

b. Take Part: Monitor water quality along the Jordan River (USU citizen water 
quality monitoring) 

 
5. Northwest Rec Center along river (Constitution Park) 
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a. JRP as a linear nature preserve. The river is far more than just its water, and the 
JRP preserves the ribbon of vital life that the river feeds and through which it 
flows. Water route and land route (blue trail/green trail) for recreation. 

b. Take Part: Service in the City—habitat restoration with Division of Parks and 
Public Lands, Trail and watershed maintenance… 

 
6. Gatsby-North Temple 

a. Explore the Jordan River throughout the year. Seasonal changes and dynamic 
processes on the river (what you miss if you stay indoors!) 

b. Take Part: Adopt-a-Spot and Service in the City opportunities. 
 

7. Fisher Mansion 
a. Early industries along the Jordan River (with focus on Fisher Brewery).   
b. Take Part: Learn about river-friendly development via Best Practices for the 

Jordan River (present-day approaches to living in harmony with the river) 
 

8. 200 S. Alzheimer’s Park.   
a. Alzheimer’s Park was the site of one of the first wildlife plantings along the 

Jordan River (1991). On-going effort (more recently, local students have created 
five wildlife habitat patches here—building native diversity and vertical structure 
for birds and other wildlife.) Can’t just plant and leave it—natural habitat often 
needs monitoring and care, particularly in this urban setting. 

b. Take Part: Vegetation monitoring (Eric McCulley), or if this program’s not 
distinct enough to mention, then we can go with encouraging people to monitor 
birds along their favorite stretch of the JRP with iBird. 

 
9. 900 S. (west side) 

a. Wetlands and uplands restoration of this oxbow area, nested within overview of 
goals and vision for restoring ecological functions and values along the river. 

b. Take part: On-going public involvement needed in the stewardship process at this 
site and all along the river. 
 

10. 900 S (east side) 
a. Junction of 9-line and JRP—JRP is part of a network of trails in city that 

facilitate car-free transit, and part of network of natural areas in city that promote 
diversity of wildlife and quality of life. 

b. Take Part: Commute via open space (would love to get a high-res image of that 
lawyer who commutes in SLC via unicycle!) 
 

11. Bend-in-the-River Park  
a. Conserving Community—restoring the Jordan River (as has been done here at 

Bend-in-the-River Park) enhances both human and natural communities and the 
connections among all community members.  

b. Take Part: Participate in community events to maintain, expand, and celebrate 
open space. Find out how thru SLC Open Space website. 
 

12. 1300 South 
a. Interconnections among foothills, creeks, and Jordan River. Note that Emigration 

and Red Butte creeks empty into Jordan River just downstream (1300 South, 900 
west). Rivers as ribbons of life and native biodiversity in SLC. 
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b. Take Part: Build habitat connectivity by planting native, low-water plants in your 
yard (visit Hidden Hollow for ideas). (Rip Your Strip, Utah Rivers Council) 
 

13. 1700 S. park—west 
a. Geologic history of the Jordan River (once part of Lake Bonneville, then became 

drainage system for remnants of Lake Bonneville—connecting Utah Lake with 
the Great Salt Lake) 

b. Take part: Adopt-a-spot program 
 

14. 1700 S. east 
a. River-friendly development—Best Practices for the Jordan River and how they 

help keep the Jordan River healthy 
b. Take part: help reduce urban runoff  

 
15. 2100 S. 

a. Overview of the Jordan River—how greatly it has greatly changed since 
settlement. 

i. Surplus Canal (flood control and how it has changed flow regimes) 
ii. Ecological restoration (streambank restoration nearby, and along river in 

general. 
b. Take Part: Explore the Jordan River Parkway in a new way—bike, rent a 

kayak, bring binoculars and watch for wildlife, ride a unicycle! 
 

 Wayside panels (2), 9-line bridge, overlooking oxbow restoration area 
1. Oxbow Restoration 

a. Before and after—what restoration accomplishes here 
b. What is an oxbow? 
c. The nature of a meandering river 

 
2. History of human interaction with the Jordan River 

a. Pre-settlement 
b. Settlement—use, alteration, degradation 
c. Today—Working to restore functions and values where possible 

 
 
 
Miller Park Bird Refuge and Nature Preserve 
2 orientation panels, 5 interpretive panels (2 welcome kiosk panels and 3 waysides) 

 Orientation panels (2) 
Why comply messages: off-leash dogs can disturb wildlife; dog droppings and water 
quality 
Special rules for this site (other than ones listed on template panel): no fishing 
 

 Welcome interpretive panels (2)  
1. Northeast entrance 

a. Main message: Miller Park as donated bird sanctuary along Red Butte Creek—
part of network of critical riparian habitat along this creek. 

b. Why riparian areas are so important for birds and other wildlife.  
c. Take Part: monitor birds with Tracy Aviary or iBird. 
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2. Southwest entrance 
a. Main message: Miller Park as donated bird sanctuary along Red Butte Creek—

part of network of critical riparian habitat along this creek. 
b. How Miller Creek and other open space areas are outdoor classrooms for children 

and adults. 
c. Take Part: create native backyard habitat 

 
 Wayside interpretive panels (3) 

1. Caring for Red Butte Creek 
a. Monitoring its health (measuring in-stream flow, etc) and adapting management 

accordingly. 
b. Restoring natural functions and values through restoration projects. 
c. Oil spill clean-up. 

 
2. Native and non-native plants. Why natives are important and how a phase-out of 

non-native and phase-in of natives benefits the natural community here. 
a. Keep it Complicated—the importance of complex forest structure (many 

layers, many native species) 
 

3. Functions and Values of Miller Park (urban oasis) 
a. Cleaner air and water 
b. Wildlife habitat 
c. Economic values 

 WPA bridges and walls in park (improving the economic value of public 
spaces) 

 Makes SLC a place people and businesses want to be 
 
 
 
Parley’s Historic Nature Park 
3 orientation panels, 8 interpretive panels (3 welcome kiosk panels and 5 waysides) 

 Orientation panels (3) 
Why comply messages: off-leash dogs disturb wildlife (place this one at the trailhead for 
the no-dog area); why pick up dog droppings; why no fishing 
Special rules for this site (other than ones listed on template panel): no fishing, change 
wording from “leash your dog” to “obey dog leash rules throughout park” 

 
 Welcome interpretive panels (3) 

A. Parley’s Creek (main entrance) 
a. Caring for this ribbon of life: Clean, clear water supports a healthy 

aquatic/riparian ecosystem. Keeping pollutants out of the river corridor by 
mitigating storm water runoff. 

b. Take Part: Reducing urban runoff at home 
 

B. A Walk on the Wild Side (entrance to dog-free trail) 
a. Wild community members of Parley’s Park  
b. Take Part: Create backyard habitat for wildlife  

 
C. Historic Parley’s Park (lower entrance from Parley’s Trail) 
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a. Who was Parley? 
b. Take Part: Commute via open space (use Parley’s Trail and city network of 

trails) 
 

 Wayside interpretive panels (5) 
1. Restoring and maintaining the Parley’s Park riparian community  

a. Functions and values of this riparian community: providing cool air and 
water temperatures; diverse wildlife habitat, erosion control, and filtration 
of sediment and pollutants. 

b. The process of restoring and maintaining it. 
 

2. Wildlife along the Creek. Healthy, multi-layered vegetation in this park supports 
diverse wildlife community. 

a. Birds of Parley’s Park: seeing the park from a warbler’s point of view 
 

3. The bigger picture of Parley’s Creek 
a. Parley’s Creek as one critical artery in the circulatory system of this 

watershed.  
b. Where Parley’s Creek comes from and where it goes. How it connects 

with Jordan River and the Great Salt Lake. 
c. Wildlife travel corridors and connectivity 

 
4. One Park, Many Values 

a. The importance of finding a balance in use to avoid loving the park to 
death. Open space sites are rare gems for wildlife and people (sanctuary of 
natural sights and sounds in city, recreation, connection to past via historic 
sites, etc)  

b. Human impacts from a tiger salamander’s perspective 
 Why we keep people and dogs out of the stream, except at two 

access points  
 Why parts of the park are off limits to dogs  

 
5. Beneath the surface (of Parley’s Creek) (east creek access site) 

a. Aquatic life, including Bonneville cutthroat trout (restate no fishing here) 
b. Human uses 
c. The importance of clean, clear water for wildlife and people.  

 
 
 
Wasatch Hollow Park 
4 orientation panels, 8 interpretive panels (4 welcome kiosk panels and 4 waysides) 
 

 Orientation panels (4) 
Why-comply messages: dog droppings pollute water, why no fishing, staying on 
designated trails protects limited wildlife habitat; why to respect area closures 
Special rules for this site (other than ones listed on template panel): no fishing, no dogs 
other than on through-trail from Logan Ave to developed park. 

 
 Welcome interpretive panels (4) 
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A. South entrance: 
a.  How Wasatch Hollow Open Space came to be-- how this land evolved 

into open space. 
b. Take part: Citizen science: water quality monitoring 

 
B. East side (Logan Ave) entrance 

a. Early history in this area. First Mormon encampment. Traveled along 
the south side of Emigration Creek through this area on their way to the 
first encampment in 1847. Van der Ende farm and other early uses of this 
land. 

b. Take part: Volunteer to monitor the Wasatch Hollow conservation 
easement. 

 
C. West entrance (by current big, brown open space sign) 

a.  Keeping it Wild. Restoring and maintaining natural communities here—
from stream to riparian areas to uplands. 

b. Take part: From lawn to native habitat—improve wildlife habitat by 
restoring native, xeroscape plants at private residences 
 

D. Kensington Avenue entrance 
a. Wasatch Hollow as a mixture of wild and cultivated. Watch for signs of 

cultivation amid the natural landscape—fruit trees, ivy, etc. Point out 
noteworthy wild and cultivated parts of landscape, like the historic orchard 
(cherry, apricot, and apple trees) planted in the 1850s or 60s. 

b. Take Part: Volunteer to remove invasive exotics on open space lands. 
 

 Wayside panels (4) 
1. History of retention dam site 

a. Canal built to float granite blocks down Emigration Creek to build the 
Temple. 

b. Current functions and values of retention dam 
i. Stormwater management—improving water quality by managing 

storm water runoff effectively. 
 

2. Natural contours of the creek corridor and their restoration.  
a. Hobson’s Spring. In early 1900s, water was piped from the spring to Utah 

State Penitentiary at 21st S and 1600 E for culinary water, used until 1950. 
Spring is still active and very important to riparian/wetland ecology. 

b. Wetlands, meanders, etc. (why they changed, why restore them) 
 

3. Emigration Creek 
a. Where creek comes from, where it goes. What lives within it and why it 

matters so much.  
b. Creek has a designated-use classification of 3D (waterfowl/ shorebird  

protection) by the Utah Division of Water Quality (DWQ). 
 

4. Wildlife in the Hollow—layers of life 
a. Canopy—songbirds, raptors (owls, hawks, etc), squirrels 
b. Shrubs—songbirds, deer, etc 
c. Ground—deer, fox, etc 
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d. On or beneath humus (woodhouse toad, chorus frog, tiger salamander, 
small mammals, etc) 
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